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Welcome
Message
Cayman Islands Tourism Association

The Cayman Islands Tourism Association welcome you to our island
paradise and hope that you will have the opportunity to discover the
uniqueness of all three of our islands.

Cayman prides itself on offering some of

in-a-lifetime

those

Cayman Islands also has a thriving cottage

the highest quality services from world-class

looking for adventure below the waves,

industry. At local craft markets you’ll find

resorts, restaurants, attractions, and more.

you’ll find hundreds of diving sites

an array of locally made arts and crafts,

Our island’s wide range of activities and

just waiting to be explored. Discover

offering the perfect keepsake of your time

attractions offer something for everyone.

flourishing

in Cayman.

We hope that you will have the
opportunity to take it all in, from enjoying
our

many

wonderful

attractions

opportunity.

marine

life,

For

coral

reefs

teeming with life, and sunken wrecks.

While here, be sure to discover

Beyond the beaches you’ll find ample

Cayman’s diverse flora and fauna, from

to

to keep you busy. Here in the culinary

the dragon-like Blue Iguanas, found only

enjoying some of the island’s simplest

capital of the Caribbean, gourmands will

at the Queen Elizabeth II Botanic Park,

of pleasures, from beautiful sunsets to

delight in exploring Cayman’s many world-

to rare and endemic plants, such as our

feeling the warmth of the Caribbean sand

class restaurants. Those looking to tie

national flower the Banana Orchid.

between your toes.

the knot will find industry-leading service

Whatever experience you seek, you

Many visitors are attracted to Cayman

providers coupled with the stunning

can find it all here in Cayman. We hope

thanks to our award-winning beaches and

backdrop of Cayman for the wedding of

The Cayman Book will be helpful to you

stunning aquamarine waters.

their dreams. Meanwhile, those in search

in finding your way in discovering all this
and more.

World-famous Seven Mile Beach is

of adventure will find ample attractions

a beautiful stretch of sand that boasts

to explore and discover. For those looking

For more information on how you

numerous TripAdvisor accolades and is

to learn more about Cayman’s rich culture

can experience the very best of Cayman,

consistently ranked as one of the best

and heritage, be sure to visit one of our

please feel free to visit CITA’s Visitor

beaches in the world. We invite you to see for

cultural attractions.

Centre located at 1320 West Bay Road

yourself what makes this beach so special.

Visitors will find a range of shopping

(along Seven Mile Beach), call us on
(345) 949-8522, or email info@cita.ky

Stingray City is also a perennial

opportunities too. Make sure you take

favourite, offering visitors the unique

some time to visit stores along the

opportunity to swim with the friendly

waterfront in George Town. Here you’ll

Tiffany Dixon-Ebanks

Southern Stingrays. Don’t miss this once-

find luxury goods at duty-free prices. The

Executive Director, CITA
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Welcome
Message
From the Director of Tourism

The Cayman Islands offer miles of white sandy beaches and warm yearround temperatures, in addition to some of the best outdoor activities
and culinary experiences in the world.
On Grand Cayman, one of our top

attraction,

they might be small, our Sister Islands

attractions is the Queen Elizabeth II

Cayman Crystal Caves, where you can

offer plenty of adventure. On Little

Botanic Park, where visitors can enjoy a

explore stunning caves formed over

Cayman, dive world-famous Bloody Bay

leisurely stroll through the various trails

thousands of years.

Wall, or, while on Cayman Brac explore the

showcasing rare endemic plant species

Cayman’s

newest

Cayman’s

natural

pristine

underwater

fascinating caves on the Bluff.

or tour the Blue Iguana sanctuary to learn

environment continues to entice divers,

On behalf of the country, it’s my

about the recovery programme, which is

offering some of the best diving in the

pleasure to welcome you to our shores

saving this critically endangered species

world. With recognitions from some of the

and I encourage you to take the time to

from the brink of extinction.

biggest names in the industry, our islands

explore our attractions and embark on

The Stingray City sandbar remains one

offer more than 365 dive sites, including

the various unique activities which the

of Cayman’s most well-known activities

world-class underwater attractions such

islands offer.

and is where the docile Southern Stingrays

as the USS Kittiwake wreck.

interact with visitors for an experience

While in Cayman, make sure you take

of a lifetime. Historic sites such as Pedro

the time to visit our Sister Islands of Little

Rosa Harris

St. James abound, offering a fascinating

Cayman and Cayman Brac, a short plane

Director of tourism, Cayman Islands

glimpse into Cayman’s past. Head to

ride away aboard Cayman Airways. While

Department of Tourism
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A note
from the
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Welcome to the inaugural issue of The Cayman Book, Cayman’s premier lifestyle
magazine geared towards the discerning traveller. The Cayman Book has been conceived
and designed by the talented cast of creatives at Pink Duck Publishing, Cayman’s most
forward-thinking print and digital publisher. The magazine is designed to showcase the
very best of Cayman. Inside you’ll find in-depth feature articles, stunning photography,
and a sophisticated and elegant design.
This issue is jam-packed with some of the most luxurious must-dos in Cayman, alongside
cultural highlights, must-visit destinations, and exciting activities. We hope you enjoy The
Cayman Book and discovering the very best this island paradise has to offer.

The Pink Duck Publishing team
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Our contributors….
Janet Jarchow
Janet is The Cayman Book’s lead photographer, responsible for capturing many of this publication’s stunning
editorial images. Originally from Germany, Janet has called Cayman home for more than a decade. She is an
established wedding and portrait photographer, as well as a talented wedding videographer, working with
clients from all over the world.

Dylan Benoit
Originally from Canada Dylan is an established chef based in the Cayman Islands. An active member of
Cayman’s culinary scene, his company Prime Group offers private chef and consulting services as well as
food tours for tourists and residents alike. Dylan is also an established food writer and blogger, documenting
some of the best culinary adventures from around the world.

Heather Holt
Heather has had the good fortune of living in the Cayman Islands, U.S., Australia, Indonesia, Thailand, and
travelling the world in between. Heather has been provided with opportunities to create intimate images
of people, land, and culture. She has been in the Cayman Islands for the last 15 years and is the head
photographer/owner of Heather Holt Photography.

Sheena Conolly
Sheena Conolly is the broker/owner of Cayman Islands Sotheby’s International Realty and is a board member
of CIREBA. A student of Cornell University, Sheena has a background in the hospitality industry. She made a
career shift into real estate when relocating to the Cayman Islands more than 20 years ago and has been at
the forefront of the industry ever since.

Eugene Pascual
Eugene was born in the Philippines and moved to Cayman at just seven-months-old. He later moved to the
U.S. to study multimedia web design and video/audio recording. He started his career as a photographer and
then transitioned into video and drone photography. He has been an active member of Cayman’s media and
recently started his own media company – World Wide Premier – with his wife Krysta.

Irene Corti
Irene captured our picture-perfect cover image, shot along the shoreline of world-famous Seven Mile Beach
at sunset. Originally from Italy, Irene is a talented photographer who has called Cayman home for more than
six years. Irene studied in Milan, Italy, and holds a master’s degree in fine art. Irene’s expert photography skills
run the gamut and include underwater photography, real estate photography, and wedding photography.

Catherine MacGillivray
A long-time member of the Cayman Islands media, Catherine enjoys writing about all aspects of life.
Although she studied journalism in Scotland and wrote for newspapers and magazines in the U.K. for many
years, Cayman’s blue skies enticed her to these sunny shores. When not at her keyboard, long walks on the
beach are one of her favourite ways to enjoy life in paradise.

Jordan Charles
Jordan’s underwater photography career began eight years ago in his home waters of Wales. He quickly
became hooked on documenting his experiences with the ocean and was soon living in Grand Cayman. His
unique images showcase all facets of Cayman Islands’ marine environment.
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Luxury
on the
water
Cruise Cayman’s aquamarine waters in
true VIP style aboard one of the island’s
largest and most luxurious catamarans.
The Cayman Book team gives it a whirl.

16
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Catching the breeze
As the catamaran gently motors from its
mooring at the Cayman Islands Yacht Club
we decide the order of the day. A stop-off
at the Stingray Sandbar, followed by a visit
to Starfish Point, then to Kaibo Restaurant
& Bar for nibbles and, perhaps most
importantly of all, cocktails.
There’s a wide range of tour options and
activities for those hiring the catamaran,
so whittling it down can take some time.
Popular stop offs include Rum Point,
Morgan’s Seafood Restaurant, Kaibo, and
the restaurants at Camana Bay.
For those on a full-day charter there’s
the option of exploring Seven Mile Beach

WORDS BY JOANNA LEWIS
PHOTOS BY GENE PASCUAL

and fishing for wahoo, barracuda, and

As the yacht anchors in the shallow

After a relaxing sojourn along the

mahi-mahi. And, for those wishing to

waters, the stingrays quickly start to hover

beach we head on over to Kaibo, a lively

explore below the waves, the crew can

around the surrounding water. As we

restaurant, beach bar, and marina. Here

take you to a selection of some of the

enter the crystal-clear waist-deep water,

we order a selection of nibbles and a round

island’s best dive spots.

the stingrays swim around us, awaiting

of cocktails.

As we exit the Yacht Club and approach

their treat. The crew come prepared with

All too soon it’s time to head back. As

yacht the worries of the day start to

the North Sound the motors turn off and

pieces of squid so as we can feed the

Catch the Cat sails back home we head

ebb away. Indeed, with the warmth of

the crew haul up the sails. The team spread

stingrays and give them a rub on their

out to the trampolines and watch the

out and pick a spot to soak up the sun and

velvety smooth bellies.

sun slowly set on the horizon, casting a

Lying on the trampoline nets of a luxurious

the Caribbean sun enveloping me and

Once the stingrays have had their feed,

enjoy the sail across the North Sound.

Cayman’s crystal-clear sea gently rocking

There’s a steady breeze, so we soon

the boat from side-to-side, it’s hard not to

over to our next stop at Starfish Point.

find ourselves at the Stingray Sandbar.

nod off.

we head back aboard Catch the Cat to sail

stunning ethereal glow. It’s the perfect
end to the perfect day.
With thanks to Cayman Yacht Charters

Located along the north-eastern tip of

and the crew of Catch the Cat for treating

Gentle giants

Cayman in North Side, Starfish Point is a

the Pink Duck Publishing team to a

behind The Cayman Book magazine and

Snorkelling amidst the friendly southern

beautiful stretch of beach peppered with

fabulous day.

numerous other high-end publications.

stingrays

bright red starfish in its shallow waters.

I’m aboard Catch the Cat with the Pink
Duck Publishing team, the cast of creatives

is

one

of

Cayman’s

top

attractions, and it’s easy to see why.

Catch the Cat is one of Cayman’s most

As the yacht anchors we slip into

luxurious and largest sailing catamarans

These gentle giants have been gathering

the water and soon find a cluster of

available for private hire, offering guests

at this site for more than 50 years, likely

starfish nestled in the shallows. While it

On board you’ll find a spacious rear

Alcohol isn’t supplied as standard,

the by-product of fishermen resting in its

is tempting to lift these creatures out of

While we might all be long-standing

cockpit with ample room for guests to sit

although the crew are happy to provide

calm waters to clean their catch. These

the water for a closer look, do resist the

Cayman residents, the team never tires

and shoot the breeze, while a large gull-

it upon request. Our tipple of choice? A

fishy tidbits soon attracted the stingrays,

urge. These are delicate living creatures,

of a day out on the water. Indeed, Catch

wing roof provides much-needed shade

bottle of Seven Fathom’s Rum. After all, you

who now call the sandbar home.

so shouldn’t be handled.

the Cat is a deliciously decadent way to

from the Caribbean sun. The flybridge has

can’t be out on the Caribbean Sea without

escape the day-to-day grind of office life

extensive seating and big sunbathing pads

enjoying the islands’ liquor of choice.

and enjoy the best of Caribbean living.

from which to soak up the sun’s rays, while

the ultimate VIP experience.

Catch the Cat comes with everything

the front cockpit includes seating spots

the most discerning of passengers could

to sit and enjoy the view. The catamaran’s

require, with a dedicated crew who are

stand-out-feature, its dual trampoline

able to cater to every need.

nets, offer the ideal spot to relax, snooze,

With

four

double

cabins,

four

or simply while away the day.

bathrooms, and a spacious saloon and

You’ll find ample drinking water, soda,

galley, Catch the Cat is the ideal private

chips, dips, and fresh fruit to tuck into. For

To book your trip aboard Catch the Cat, or

charter boat for larger family groups

foodies seeking a delicious feast out on

any of the other boats owned and operated

requiring room to spread out, or for

the water there’s the option of a barbecue

by Cayman Yacht Charters, a division of

smaller groups who will appreciate space

lunch if you wish, or the crew can even

Stingray Watersports, visit

and luxury all to themselves.

arrange for a private chef.
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SPONSORED FEATURE / CAYMAN ISLANDS HELICOPTERS

Take to
the skies

His knowledge of the sights below is almost
encyclopaedic and as we soar through the
sky he points out areas of interest.
“Jerome has been flying for more than
30 years all over the world from Russia to
Canada and now the Caribbean,” Robert
says. “He lives to fly and loves to make
people smile while showing them the
sights from above and what helicopter
flying is all about.”
From Seven Mile Beach we head on out
to Stingray City, finding stunning views
of tour boats bobbing in the shallows

Enjoy a bird’s eye view of
Cayman with Cayman
Islands Helicopters

and the sandbars famed residents, the
southern stingrays, circling in search of
some tasty tidbits.

A tour for everyone
Cayman Islands Helicopters offers a
wide range of tours, as well as custom
tours to suit individual needs. Popular
options include the Seven Mile Beach
Tour, the Stingray City Tour, and the
Whole Island Tour.
For those wishing to indulge
themselves, plump for the sunset
and dinner excursion, where guests
We head on out across the North Sound
Photos by Janet Jarchow

reef, and Jerome points out the start of
the Cayman Trench, the second deepest
trench in the world, which reaches depths
of more than 25,000-feet.

For visitors looking for a unique perspective

“There is no better way to see the

Next, we fly back along Seven Mile

on Cayman, book a tour with Cayman

beautiful Cayman Islands than from the

Beach and circle above the USS Kittiwake,

Islands Helicopters, Cayman’s only aerial

air,” Robert Hopcroft of Cayman Islands

resting some 55-feet below the waves. As

tour company.

Helicopters says. “It is the best way to

the helicopter hovers above, the outline of

Cayman Islands Helicopters offers a

really appreciate the clarity of the sea and

this purposely sunk ship is clear to see, and

range of tours for those eager to enjoy

the beauty of the endless shades of blue

the surrounding waters are dotted with

a unique one-of-a-kind experience, from

water that surrounds our tiny paradise.”

dive boats and snorkellers exploring this

Seven Mile Beach, Stingray City, full island

Indeed, as we soar along Seven Mile

From here we head on down to George

a

breathtaking. From our height of some

Town Harbour, circling above the five

conveniently located custom-built facility

500-feet and above the entirety of Seven

cruise ships and enjoying the views of day-

on the water’s edge in George Town.

Mile Beach stretches out before us. The

to-day-life unfolding below us.

The

company

operates

from

The Pink Duck Publishing cast of

photograph opportunities are endless,

All too soon our in-air adventure comes

creatives, the team behind The Cayman

and The Cayman Book’s lead photographer,

to an end and it’s time to head back.

Book,

an

Janet Jarchow, snaps away, capturing

Jerome expertly pilots the helicopter back

exhilarating tour aboard the company’s

stunning images of one of the world’s

to the helipad along the waterfront. As the

brightly coloured helicopter.

most famed beaches.

roar of the blades subside we excitedly

were

recently

treated

to

With the roar of the helicopter blades

Piloting the helicopter is Jerome Begot.

above us we gently soared into the air for

He opened Cayman Islands Helicopters in

a 30-minute tour which took in both Seven

2003 to offer both visitors and residents a

Mile Beach and Stingray City.

unique perspective on the Cayman Islands.

down from the air, followed by dinner
at one of Cayman’s most luxurious
dining destinations, capped-off with a
limousine ride home.
For dive enthusiasts looking for a
unique experience, Cayman Islands

flight to both Cayman Brac and Little
Cayman to enjoy a dive on each island,
before returning for cheese and wine
on the Lobster Pot deck to watch the
sun go down.
“We

can

accommodate

most

requests for custom tours, from
inflight proposals, to visiting Jamaica
for a round of golf or Cuba for an
overnight stay in Havana,” Robert says.
“We have had numerous proposals in
the air using signs in the sand along
Seven Mile Beach or banners hung
on palm trees. A great many people
have

celebrated

their

important

anniversaries on our helicopter.”

world-renowned wreck.

Beach the bird’s eye views from above are

tours, as well as bespoke tours.

get to enjoy a view of the sun going

Helicopters offers the option of a

chatter about our experience and promise
to return soon.
www.caymanislandshelicopters.com

Jerome Begot of Cayman Islands Helicopters

20
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Festivities galore

Cayman Cookout
Once a year in January, some of the
world’s most renowned celebrity chefs
gather in the Cayman Islands, courtesy of

WORDS BY IAN SWABY

The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman.
The week-long celebration features

The axiom that Cayman is a year-round outstanding
vacation spot holds true when it comes to its wide
range of festivities too. From culinary delights, to
pirate invasions and Carnival-style celebrations,
Cayman’s varied calendar holds something for
everyone. And don’t miss KAABOO, an exciting new
addition to the list bringing renowned names in
music and comedy. Here are just some of Cayman’s
not-to-miss annual highlights.

a dynamic calendar of sell-out culinary
events,

offering

gourmands

the

opportunity to rub shoulders with food
and drink experts while savouring dishes
prepared by some of the world’s most
celebrated chefs.

Photo By Rebecca Davidson

The four-day event includes a series
of cooking demonstrations, exclusive
tastings and dining events, local food
tours, and unique epicurean adventures. In
celebration of the spirit of the Caribbean,
most events take place in scenic locations
Photo by Stellerie Noyons

across Cayman’s many beaches.
“Cayman Cookout is truly an experience
like no other in that guests experience a

Taste of Cayman

sense of camaraderie with the chefs,” says
Maria Pineda, communications manager at

One of Cayman’s longest-running festivals,

The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman. “They’re

Taste of Cayman Food and Drink Festival is

right there next to you enjoying great

held every January.

food and drinks, chatting with friends, and

Now in its 31st year the festival, organised

attendees have the opportunity to interact

by the Cayman Islands Tourism Association,

with them in a casual and friendly setting.”

is held on Camana Bay’s Festival Green

The roster for Cayman Cookout 2019

and offers an evening rich in great eats

will feature host Eric Ripert accompanied

alongside a celebratory atmosphere.

by José Andrés, Andrew Zimmern, Emeril

“The festival is unique in that there

Lagasse,

Yannick

Alléno,

Dominique

is something for everyone, with more

Crenn, Amanda Cohen, Emma Bengtsson

than 40 restaurants, bars and vendors

and

offering everything from delicious ice-

individually ticketed.

Nancy

Silverton.

Events

are

creams to grown-up cocktails, street food
to gourmet masterpieces,” says Kirsty
MacGeoch, communications manager for

www.ritzcarlton.com/en/cayman-cookout

Photo By Rebecca Davidson

Taste of Cayman.
Alongside a selection of delicious
fare, guests also enjoy live musical
entertainment, cooking demonstrations,
the ever-popular Amateur Chef Cook-Off
and heavy cake competition, all cappedoff with a stunning firework show.
“We are proud to create an event which
brings the whole community together to
celebrate our varied culinary offerings,
which have earned Grand Cayman the title
of the culinary capital of the Caribbean,”
Kirsty adds.
Photo by Stellerie Noyons

www.tasteofcayman.org
22
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Batabano
Carnival traditions extend around the
world, and the Cayman Islands is no
exception. Since 1983, the streets have
played host to Cayman Carnival Batabano
during the first week of May.
As the official national carnival of
the Cayman Islands, Batabano aims to
celebrate Cayman’s culture and heritage
even as it adopts the traditions of others.
In a nod to Cayman’s turtling past, the
festival takes its name from the tracks
made by sea turtles in the sand as they
come ashore to lay their eggs.
The highlight of Batabano is the
popular street parade, an event for which
the entirety of West Bay Road, from Public
Beach all the way to the shops of George

Slow Food Day
Camana Bay and Slow Food South
Sound team up to bring you Slow Food
Day, an easygoing festival focused on
the principles of Slow Food, a global
organisation which promotes local food
and traditional cooking.
Bringing together local farmers and
chefs alongside international talent, the
event offers guests a delicious experience
aimed at showcasing the richness of local
produce. The event line-up includes the
popular family orientated Farm-to-Table
Tasting Market, the Harvest Dinner, an
extravagant dinner held under the stars,
in addition to a series of workshops and

Town, is closed-off to make way for a flurry
of extravagantly costumed masquerade
bands, dancers, and music trucks.
“This day is about the unity on the road,”
says organiser Donna Myrie-Stephens. “It’s
about everyone together in one joyous
stream, all dancing to the same beat. About
forgetting what bothers us and enjoying
the euphoria of the carnival vibes.”
For 16 years, the island has also held
Junior Batabano, which last year saw more
than 450 students from both private and
government schools participating.
The celebrations close out with The Last
Lap, where participants dance until midnight
along the streets of Cayman’s capital.
www.caymancarnival.com

Photo by Irene Corti / irenecorti.com

Also, what’s a great meal without the
chance to meet a few friends? Through
events like the Harvest Dinner, which seats
guests together across a series of elongated
tables, Slow Food Day seeks to transform
food back into a social experience.
“Historically, dining was an event where
people sat around a table not just to eat,
but to socialise as well,” Alan says.
Each year, the day features a different
guest chef, with past guests including
notable experts such as Clare Smyth,
Edward Lee, Mike Lata, Jonathan Waxman,
and Caymanian Jack Barwick.
www.camanabay.com

culinary demonstrations.
“Recognising and encouraging the use
of local ingredients is good for just about
everyone for many reasons,” says Alan
Markoff, president of Slow Food South
Sound. “It supports local farmers, so it’s
good for them. It reduces the carbon
footprint of the food we eat, so it’s good
for the environment. Fresh produce is
more nutritious; produce loses vitamins
as it ages. Finally, fresh produce simply

Photo by Irene Corti / irenecorti.com

tastes better.”
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Photo by Wil Bignal

Pirates Week
One of Cayman’s premier annual festivals,
Pirates Week has stood the test of time.
This

swashbuckling

festival

recently

celebrated its 40th year, offering an
entertaining and fun-filled range of events
for children and adults alike, spread across
all three islands.
Held every November, guests don their
best pirate garb and participate in a packed
line-up of events including street parades,
pageants, competitions, sporting events,
food festivals, live musical entertainment,
cultural demonstrations, fireworks, and a
whole lot more.
One of the most eagerly anticipated
events is the Landing Pageant, a mock

KAABOO

pirate landing, featuring two colourful

Launching

pirate galleons which sail into George Town

is topped to become one of Cayman’s

Harbour. Pirates “invade” the town and take

biggest events and is sure to be a hit with

the Cayman Islands’ governor “hostage”.

residents and visitors alike.

February

2019,

KAABOO

“Over the 11-day celebration across

Descended from the annual festival of

the three islands, Pirates Week showcases

the same name held in Del Mar California,

the local districts with their unique

U.S.,

charm and diversity, their people and

the tradition of bringing a high-class,

traditions, as well as the Cayman Islands’

multifaceted

unique attractions, says Melanie McField,

renowned musicians and more.

Cayman’s

KAABOO

experience

continues

with

world-

executive director of Pirates Week, “and

“Beyond a host of top-tier musical

with a variety of activities, it’s accessible to

performances, KAABOO Cayman also

the entire family.”

promises to please guests with our Five
Senses Under the Sun experience, which

www.piratesweekfestival.com

includes

world-class

artwork,

contemporary

internationally

known

comedians, delectable culinary offerings,
and personal spa indulgences,” says Jason
Felts, KAABOO’s chief brand officer.
The Cayman Islands will create their
own unique mark on this beloved event,
set against the exhilarating backdrop of
famed Seven Mile Beach. 2019 also sees
the launch of KAABOO Discovers, an
initiative where local musicians compete
for a spot on the stage.
Featured
Chainsmokers,

musicians
Duran

include
Duran,

The
Zedd,

Blondie, Counting Crows, Flo Rida, Bryan
Adams, Jason Derulo, Margo Price, and Los
Lobos, while the comedy line-up consists of
Alonzo Bodden, Darrell Hammond, David
Spade, Jenny Slate, Natasha Leggero, Tom
Green, and Wanda Sykes.
www.kaaboocayman.com
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Explore

Camana Bay
From retail therapy to culinary adventures,
Camana Bay is a must-visit destination.

Catch a movie

Shop till you drop

If you’re seeking a respite from the sun,

The variety of shops is wide at Camana Bay,

you’ll find a particularly lengthy one at

and the number keeps growing. You’ll find

the Cayman Islands’ only movie theatre,

everything from design shops to fashion

the Regal Cinema. This six-screen venue

apparel, beauty, and a whole lot more.

is entirely state-of-the-art, screening all

Browse fashionable apparel at stores

the latest blockbusters and featuring Real

such as Sand Angels, which offers the

3D technology. It’s also accompanied by a

latest swimwear and apparel for island

large concession stand.

living; Silhouette, a chic boutique which

Ensure you enjoy a luxurious experience

offers a stunning range of lingerie; and

and reserve a seat in the VIP auditorium.

De Sunglass Man for the latest sunglasses.

Here, you can unwind in spacious, sofa-style

And, don’t forget little ones at Little

reclining chairs interspersed with wooden

Angels, which offers a fabulous selection

tray tables. The technology surpasses that

of swimwear, resort wear and casual

of the cinema’s other auditoriums, with

clothing for boys and girls up to age 14.

projection twice the resolution, and Dolby

Accessorise your outfit with jewellery

Atmos surround sound, offering a truly

Photo by Wil Bignal

360-degree auditory experience

from Pandora, Island Jewellers, or Watch.
Me. Enhance your image with beauty
treatments at White Swan Aesthetics or
pop into beauty boutique Le Visage for
the latest beauty products. Finally, make
sure you leave time to check out Align,
Cayman’s leading wellness studio.
For gourmands, up your culinary game
and check out Bon Vivant, a luxury kitchen
equipment and showroom, which boasts a
selection of high-quality kitchen tools and
gadgets. Opposite, you’ll find Bay Market,
a gourmet specialty grocery store.
However, one of the best activities is to
simply go where your feet take you, slowly
travelling the different pathways and
discovering what stores draw your interest.

Gourmet dining to suit all tastes

Camana Bay, a lively waterfront town located along the heart
of Seven Mile Beach, celebrated its 10-year anniversary in
2017. Residents and regular visitors to Cayman have seen
this stunning locale develop over the last decade into a mustvisit destination that offers something for the entire family.
The Cayman Book’s Ian Swaby checks out some popular sights
and activities to enjoy during a trip to Camana Bay.

Camana Bay is home to a wide variety of

brings a taste of New York, with delicious

world-class dining options, so you’ll likely

pizzas and much more. At The Waterfront

want to pop back a number of times to

Urban Diner, diners will find a relaxed and

sample some of the town centre’s award-

informal dining space offering a selection

winning restaurants.

of dishes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Agua

Those in search of Asian inspired cuisine

Restaurant & Lounge. The restaurant has

should head to Mizu Asian Bistro, which

recently relocated to Camana Bay and

offers contemporary pan-Asian cuisine

offers dinners a new and elegant dining

including fresh sushi, sake, signature

space. This restaurant is predominantly a

cocktails,

seafood restaurant, offering a delicious

sum brunch, and a fun-filled outdoor

selection

Teppanyaki table.

Popular

restaurants

of

include

Peruvian-inspired

cuisine

rooted in Italian tradition. Not to miss is the
restaurant’s ever-popular Sunday brunch.
Pani Indian Kitchen is also a recent
addition to Camana Bay offering diners a
Photo by Wil Bignal

Brooklyn Pizza and Pasta Restaurant

stunning menu of modern Indian dishes

a

not-to-miss

Sunday

dim

For a gourmet dessert or a light meal,
visit Petit Paris for French-inspired pastries,
cakes, and crepes, as well as sandwiches,
soups and salads.
Photo by Wil Bignal

amidst a brilliantly decorated environment.
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Climb the Observation Tower

up of more than 3 million Venetia glass

Visit an island-within-an-island

Of all Camana Bay’s attractions, none is

tiles which took a year to hand cut and

As you reach the back of the town, you’ll

more iconic than the 75-feet Observation

some eight months to install.

find the North Sound Harbour, a tranquil

Tower. This stunning structure offers more

As you climb the double helix staircase,

and enclosed space where yacht owners

than just a bird’s-eye view of the town and

you’ll find a new lookout point at each

moor their vessels. This is the location of

harbour; it is also a standalone work of art.

level. For those who aren’t up to the full

Cayman’s only man-made coastal islet.

Covering the walls of the Observation

journey, an elevator is available. When you

Covered in gorgeous white powdery

Tower is a stunning mosaic mural which

reach the top, the view is stunning, with

soft sand and dotted with palm trees, it

depicts a Cayman-inspired underwater

far-reaching views of Seven Mile Beach

offers the ultimate tranquil haven to relax

scene featuring some of the islands most

and the North Sound.

and unwind. Here you’ll find hammocks

iconic sea creatures. The mosaic is made

offering a place to lay back and sip an icecold drink while you watch boats depart
for the open sea. You’ll also have the
company of Poof the Blue Dragon a largerthan-life multicoloured iguana sculpture,
which forms part of the Blue Dragon Trail
created by the National Gallery of the
Cayman Islands and the National Trust for
the Cayman Islands.

Walk The Rise
One of the latest municipal-style additions
to Camana Bay is The Rise, a scenic
walkway between Camana Bay and Seven
Mile Beach, which allows users to bypass
the traffic that would otherwise blight
their journey.
As you tread this elevated pathway,
which slowly rises to a height of 32-feet
above sea level, you’ll cross over a tunnel
built atop a three-lane expressway. You’ll
find the sides of the path bordered by
colourful,

often

indigenous

foliage,

and beyond a view of the surrounding
landscape.

Go local
Every

Wednesday,

the

Farmers

and

Artisans Market is held at Camana Bay,
offering beautiful locally made products
alongside fresh locally grown produce
from noon until 7 p.m.
The market is a culture-infused addition
to the regular shops and offers a wonderful
way to interact with the local community.
Often visitors will have the chance to learn
more about Cayman’s unique culture and
heritage as Caymanians give first-hand
demonstrations of the thatch crafts they
learned as children.
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Journey to the
Middle East at
Spa at Seafire
Cayman’s only traditional-style hammam offers a
relaxing treatment quite unlike any other.

WORDS BY JOANNA LEWIS

At the Spa at Seafire the hammam is a

Transport yourself to the Middle East and

steamy turquoise-tiled enclave inspired by

immerse yourself in the splendour of an

Cayman’s aquamarine sea. Here, you’ll be

authentic Turkish bath. At the Kimpton

cleansed to perfection by your therapist,

Seafire Resort + Spa you’ll find Cayman’s

all the while cocooned in your own private

only traditional-style hammam, offering a

steam-filled retreat.

restorative and relaxing treatment quite
unlike any other.

True to a traditional hammam, you’ll lie
down on a marble slab for the duration

A hammam is the Middle Eastern

of the treatment. While it might sound

variant of a public steam bath and involves

uncomfortable, it isn’t as bad as it sounds,

numerous steps aimed at cleansing and

with rolled-up towels placed under the

exfoliating the skin to leave it silky soft.

knees and lower back for support and

Think of it as a thorough deep-clean for

comfort.

your entire body.

During the treatment the therapist

An ancient treatment, hammams can be

applies a wonderful mixture of cleansing

found throughout the Middle East. They

oils, an exfoliating volcanic ash, and a soft

originated in Morocco where they are still

and creamy detoxifying mud.

very much a part of traditional life.

The hammam
is a steamy
turquoise-tiled
enclave inspired
by Cayman’s
aquamarine sea.

Like in a traditional hammam, hot water

Traditionally, hammams feature a large

is used to cleanse the skin between each

hot and humid chamber where people

step, while a traditional kessa mitt is used

gather to socialise, gossip, relax and,

to moisten the skin and prepare it for an

most importantly, be cleansed. Hammam

intense exfoliation using volcanic ash,

attendants, known as tellaks, douse guests

which sloughs-off dead skin cells to reveal

with hot water and apply a traditional black

new and radiant baby-soft skin beneath.

soap to cleanse and invigorate the skin.
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Other

popular

body

treatments

She adds: “The design intent was

which is filled with a fabulous collection

include the Lime Blossom Body Scrub,

mostly influenced by timeless English

of natural, vegan, and organic skincare

an energising and nutrient-rich scrub

botanical

products, as well as jewellery and items

featuring

selections.

macadamia

nut

oil,

lime

illustrations
Upon

with

entry,

tropical

guests

are

made by local artisans.

blossom, and crystals, and the Tranquillity

greeted by an explosion of colour –

And, for the perfect end to your spa

Meditative Ritual, a treatment designed

blues, key lime, sea green, and more.

journey, head to the resort’s Coccoloba

around a combination of sound, touch,

Flower blossoms adorn the ceilings and

Bar & Grill where you can enjoy delicious

and aroma, to release tension and

walls, with the overall effect conjuring

coastal-inspired fare washed down with

oxygenate skin tissue.

up images of a tropical English garden,

hand-crafted cocktails, all the while

Of course, the spa also offers a selection

with blue and white toile merging

soaking up the view of world-renowned

of traditional treatments, including facials,

effortlessly with Cayman logwood and

Seven Mile Beach.

massages, manicures and pedicures, as

woven baskets.”

well as treatments for hair, alongside
waxing and makeup services.

Life doesn’t get much better than this.

Once the spa experience is over,
make sure you set aside some time to

To book your spa experience, visit

check out the spa’s retail boutique,

www.seafireresortandspa.com

A feast for the senses
In line with the rest of the resort, the Spa
at Seafire features breathtaking design
throughout, making a visit a true feast
for the senses.
“The concept was to create a spa
space and brand that was as distinctive
as the entire resort,” Emily explains.
The

treatment

wonderfully

also

relaxing

includes

scalp

a

massage

A visit to the Spa at Seafire is so much

followed by the final flourish, a head-to-toe

more than the treatment itself though.

massage in the adjacent treatment room.

This award-winning spa spans more than

Be warned, the hammam room gets
hot. The heat of the steam is designed

The awardwinning Spa at
Seafire spans more
than 8,000 square
feet and offers a
sumptuous spot to
relax and unwind.

Spa indulgence

8,000 square feet and offers a sumptuous
spot to relax and unwind.

to open the pores and help relax tense

Arrive with at least an hour to spare

muscles but, for the uninitiated, it can

before the start of your treatment to

also feel a little overwhelming. Upon

take advantage of everything that the

request there are plenty of cool flannels

spa offers.

to help combat the heat and there’s also

Start off your spa experience with a dip

water to rehydrate if you feel you need it.

in the grand soaking tub. Sitting in its own

hammam

airy enclave complete with natural light

treatments, the Purification Hammam

The

spa

offers

two

streaming in and botanical adornments

Journey, aimed at detoxifying the skin,

it’s the ideal spot to while away the time.

and the Beauty Hammam Journey, aimed

Next, sink into a deeper state of

at beautifying the skin. Both offer two

relaxation and enjoy a session in the steam

hours of heavenly bliss.

and sauna rooms, found in each of the

Emily Gardner, marketing manager at

Then head to the dedicated relaxation

that the two hammam experiences are

room. Filled with oversized lounge chairs

amongst the island’s most sought-after

this calming spot is the ideal place to sit

treatments.

back and de-stress. Luxurious coffee-

treatment

that

was

not

offered

anywhere else in Grand Cayman,” Emily
explains. “Creating a traditional hammam
experience

felt

very

authentic

and

something that would excite and delight

textures and colours and to offer unique
treatments, such as our traditional
hammam ritual and the heated quartz
massage table that we use for our Beach
Break treatment.”

luxurious his and hers changing rooms.

the Kimpton Seafire Resort + Spa, says

“We wanted to create a signature

“We wanted the spa to include beautiful

table books offer inspiring reading while
guests can enjoy a selection of beverages
and nibbles.
If you don’t feel the hammam is the
treatment for you there are ample of
others to choose from.

our guests as well as our local clientele.”
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SPONSORED FEATURE / CLEARLY CAYMAN

Sink
beneath
the waves

The Cayman Islands are surrounded by an aweinspiring range of undersea terrain, but three
unique dive adventures across each island were
joined by one common centrepiece: the luxurious
Clearly Cayman resorts, and their extraordinary Reef
Divers’ Valet Service.
Countless dive companies line Cayman’s coasts,
but Reef Divers exemplifies the gold standard that
discerning travellers have come to expect.
Writers Ian Swaby and Adam Clark enjoy a dive on
each island with Reef Divers.

World-famous Bloody Bay Wall
on Little Cayman
As the day ends in Little Cayman the
keenest divers are taking to the seas.
From the Reef Divers boat, I watch the
sun sinking below the shoreline, beside
silhouetted palm trees, casting a warm,
orange glow across the sky.
By the time the boat rests, the
surroundings have darkened. The water
has faded to navy except for a ripple of
reflected moonlight, and as we stride into
the waves, the ocean feels even more than
usual like a bottomless void.
During

descent,

our

only

visual

reference is the lights of the divers already
below, but as our flashlight beams spread
over the terrain, they reveal the beauty of
this site known as Lea Lea’s Lookout, part
of the renowned Bloody Bay Wall.
Jacques Cousteau once declared the

than just night and day, as the reefs play

enormous drop-off thousands of feet

host to a new cast of creatures rarely

deep, we find even more tube sponges

Bay Wall among the top three dive sites

spotted in the light.

before circling back over the coral. A

The first sighting of the night is a West

slipper lobster, an exceptionally flat

Indian spider crab. Large and bright red,

creature barely recognisable as a lobster,

The giant tube sponges that seem to

with a spiny and gnarled appearance and

makes a surprise appearance as it emerges

grow only along this stretch are found

enormous claws, it moves warily away,

over the top of a brain coral.

here in abundance. Large enough to fit a

sideways. A few moments later, my eye is

Once the dive comes to an end, we sit

person, they tower over the surrounding

caught by a long, snakelike sea cucumber.

on the upper deck of the boat and gaze at

coral. The critically-endangered staghorn

Like most of its kind, it appears motionless

the stars, which are exceptionally bright

coral, a branching heap resembling antlers,

at first glance, but after a moment, it

beside this island with no city lights. It’s

could be thought a common sighting by

becomes clear that it’s edging its way

the perfect way to round off a stunning

those who haven’t dived elsewhere.

along at a snail’s pace.

night dive.

bright coral, I can understand why.

38

As we straddle the edge of the

seemingly untouched precipice of Bloody
in the world, and as I explore its array of

Photos by Jordan Charles

The difference in a night dive is more
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Crab Alley, Pillar Point, and
Lighthouse on Cayman Brac

Writer Adam Clarks gets ready to sink below

During a recent visit to Cayman Brac I had

Photo by Cassandra MacDowell

the waves on Cayman Brac with Reef Divers.

the opportunity to observe the marine
life and coral beds that can be found off
the south coast of the island in three
separate dives at Crab Alley, Pillar Point,
and Lighthouse, courtesy of Reef Divers.
The first dive is known as a deep dive
(around 100-feet) and the other two were
in shallower waters (40 to 60-feet).
All three dives offered something
different, which may seem surprising as
they are all located within a radius of less
than a mile.
Crab Alley is the deepest, with depths
reaching more than 100-feet. This site is
interesting because I began the dive at
around 50-feet and within minutes I was
proceeding along a wall of coral located at
around 90-feet. The colourful coral here is
truly awe-inspiring. The mixture of colours
blended with a unique appearance give

Explore the Kittiwake on
Grand Cayman

ignore the illusion of direction created by

to never visit above the ground but is

this dive site a feeling that you have swam

the tilt of the ship, and to swim according

exciting to explore beneath the waves.

into another world.

Among Grand Cayman’s most iconic dive

to my physical senses. Numerous openings

In some areas there are sizeable air

The second dive was at Pillar Point,

sites, the USS Kittiwake is a national park,

line the sides of the Kittiwake, making

pockets produced by the exhaust bubbles

which is in shallower waters. Here the

a playground for divers of all skill levels,

most levels of the ship suited to novice

of divers. I peer into one of these and

coral is shaped like large pillars that have

and something of an underwater maritime

divers, yet this guided tour proves helpful

enjoy this brief look out of the water,

fallen on their side. I was able to swim

museum. Sunk deliberately off the coast in

for finding the points of interest and for

50-feet under the sea, but I don’t dare to

in-between each opening which gave

2011, it has seen notable changes since its

exploring some of the more difficult areas.

breath in the air.

this dive an excursion feeling, due to the

Valet diving with Reef Divers

Indeed, the service begins before

installation, including coral growth, and a

We explore the engine room, with

Finally, we emerge back into the blue,

direction that it takes. I could see so many

Dan Tibbetts – an International Scuba

guests have even arrived, with staff

a

greeted by refreshing swaths of sunlight

fascinating things in such a short space of

Hall of Fame member - opened Little

helpfully assembling their gear. Once

It’s a pleasure to experience this

bathroom where the mirrors are still

and the natural sight of large coral mounds.

time. At the deepest point you can swim

Cayman Beach Resort and started

everyone is on board, it makes diving

majestic site through a dive operator that

somewhat intact, despite the cracks and

Just as we are leaving the wreck behind, a

along the sea bed while observing marine

Reef Divers 25 years ago. Since then

as simple as a boat ride and a stride

represents Cayman’s highest standard. It

overgrowth.

turtle glides gracefully over the bow of the

life that are situated in very small crevices.

the company has grown to fulfill its

into the water.

ship. One of Cayman’s national symbols,

This was truly compelling and something

late founder’s vision of providing

No guests are expected to carry

it’s a beautiful finishing touch to the trip.

everyone must observe.

world-class diving at friendly, family-

their cumbersome tanks or waddle

To conclude the dive experience, we

owned resorts on all three islands,

across the deck in fins, making this an

As the Kittiwake emerges from the blue,

visited Lighthouse. This site included cave

now also including Cayman Brac

excellent option for anyone seeking

it feels unexpected amongst the natural

like opportunities with entry points at

Beach Resort and Cobalt Coast Resort

the most sublime levels of relaxation,

surroundings of coral and barren sand.

different depths. Descending into these

on Grand Cayman. You will find a Reef

as well as for anyone unable to handle

With its profound sideways tilt, it feels

large holes gave me the opportunity

Divers operation at all three.

the equipment. From beginning to end,

more like an accidental shipwreck and less

to experience a thrill that I haven’t

Over the years, the company

your needs are handled by personable

like a planned attraction.

had before. The formation of these

has built an enviable reputation by

and expert staff, leaving you free to

After we enter the dark interior through

monumental rocks enables you to feel

providing

an opening near the hull, there’s a sudden

that you are exploring something other

appointed

disorientation. I’m completely lost as to

than the ocean. Dark crevices, steep drops

quality culinary options, and world-

Visit www.clearlycayman.com to

which way is up and which is down, as

with limited lighting in parts give this site a

class sport diving. One of the stand-out

book your ultimate dive experience

the direction I’m being pulled by gravity

completely different type of escapade and

features of Reef Divers is their Valet

with Reef Divers at a Clearly Cayman

doesn’t align with the floor. Awkwardly, I

one I would highly recommend.

Service, which ensures guests enjoy

Dive Resort.

sideways tilt from Tropical Storm Nate.

numerous

tanks

and

valves,

and

will turn out that Curtis, the staff member

There is also the ship’s recompression

who guides the tour, knows this wreck

chamber, a place which most divers hope

down to every detail.

follow Curtis through a doorway.

and

well-

enjoy what you came to do: revel in the

accommodations,

high-

beauty of the Cayman Islands.

comfortable

their diving instead of working at it.

Soon, I’ve learned as well as I can to
40
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Saving
Cayman’s
coral reefs

WORDS BY CATHERINE MACGILLIVRAY
As coral reefs face unprecedented threats
in oceans around the world, Little Cayman
is making big waves in global efforts to
protect these vital ecosystems.
The Central Caribbean Marine Institute,
which celebrated its 20th anniversary in
2018, has its research centre based on
the tiny island, where it conducts work of
international significance.
A registered charity in the Cayman
Islands and the United Kingdom, as well
as a non-profit in the United States, the

Photos courtesy of CCMI

institute’s remit is to carry out research,
conservation, and education initiatives to

Internationally significant
research carried out in the waters
surrounding Little Cayman

help preserve vibrant oceans and healthy
coral reefs.
Due to the fact that Little Cayman
has

fewer

than

200

residents

and

almost no development, the island has
proved perfect for research into reefs
and identifying which marine flora and
fauna are resilient to changes in their
environment.
“Little Cayman was the ideal location for
research because the remoteness made it
simple to eliminate many of the factors
that were being cited for declining coral
reef ecosystems,” says Dr. Carrie Manfrino,
who founded the marine institute in 1998
and serves as its president and director of
research and conservation.
“The isolation of our location allowed
for serious focus on learning. We are still

“We have enormous
challenges ahead
of us and one of
these is that the
coral reef ecosystems
continue to decline.
We have changed our
focus over the years
toward experimental
science that is about
solutions.”

an incredibly unique location and have the
lowest population density in the entire

Dr. Carrie Manfrino, CCMI founder and

Caribbean, with fewer than eight people

director of research and conservation

per kilometre.”

Photo by Diana Schmitt
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Milestones
In the two decades since its inception,
the institute has grown into the role
Dr. Manfrino envisioned, becoming a
significant contributor to marine research
and conservation world-wide.
A major milestone was achieved in
2005 when HRH Prince Edward, the Earl
of Wessex, became patron of the marine
institute and helped break ground on the
Little Cayman Research Centre.
By

2007

a

flourishing

research

and education programme had been
established, and now includes visiting
scientists and groups from Dartmouth
University, the University of Florida,
Wellesley College, Rutgers University,
Kean University, and the University of
North Carolina.
“We have had more than 100 visiting
scientists, supported more than 20 PhD
and MSc students, published more than
100 scientific papers, grown more than

Dr. Manfrino set up the marine

1 kilometre (total linear extension) of

institute after graduating with a Ph.D. in

staghorn coral, provided more than a

marine geology and geophysics from the

thousand local scholarships, and engaged

University of Miami’s Rosenstiel School of

thousands of supporters from around the

Marine and Atmospheric Science.

world,” says Dr. Manfrino.

“It was the first International Year of

“We’ve made a significant contribution,

the Reef (2018 was the third) and there

not only to the science of coral reefs,

was a strong call-to-action to better

but also on a local and regional scale

understand why reefs were dying on a

to advance STEM education (science,

global scale,” she says. “The reality was

technology, engineering and maths) with

that, as a scientist, I felt that I needed

our ocean literacy scholarships. We have

to do more than just study the reef. I

also built a strong technological focus with

wanted to establish an institution that

the only coral reef early warning system

could educate, as well as nurture great

buoy, providing near real-time data on

scientific discoveries.”

ocean and weather conditions.”
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The challenges
Despite the many achievements since
the

institute

was

established,

Dr.

Manfrino points out that there is still a
huge amount of work to be undertaken.
“We are now 20-years-old, but it
seems like we are just getting started
on many fronts,” she says. “We have
enormous

challenges

ahead

of

us

and one of these is that the coral reef
ecosystems continue to decline. We
have changed our focus over the years
toward experimental science that is
about solutions.”
Dr.

Manfrino

cites

rising

sea

temperatures and an increase in carbon
dioxide absorption by the ocean as two
of the most serious challenges.

Lionfish cull

In

“We know we have a small window to

The lionfish is an invasive species with

protect coral reefs for the future, so the

a harmful impact on other marine

Central Caribbean Marine Institute really

life around the Cayman Islands and

focuses on the positive actions that can

elsewhere in the Caribbean.

sustain reefs,” she says. “The key to what

The Central Caribbean Marine

we do, and what makes us an impactful

Institute began culling and analysing

organisation, is the emphasis on trying

lionfish in 2009 when they first

to bridge the gap between research,

arrived in the waters of Little Cayman.
Since then the institute has

conservation, and education.
“Action by members of the general

published several papers on lionfish

public, along with reporting meaningful

and is completing an 18-month

research findings to peers, stakeholders

study

and engaged members of society,

telemetry technologies to track their

gives these research findings a legacy.

movement patterns along the reefs.

using

the

most

current

Caribbean

The project seeks to understand

Marine Institute takes the research

how the species can best be

findings and gets the message out

managed, as well as understanding

there about how we can protect our

the impact they have on native fish

oceans to a range of audiences.”

populations.

Essentially

the

Central

Get involved
There are many ways in which interested people can support and become
involved with the work carried out at the Little Cayman Research Centre.
The Central Caribbean Marine Institute offers a range of stakeholder
opportunities, whether you have children who want to enrol in an education
programme, you are a visiting scientist looking for the perfect marine field-study
site, or you want to volunteer, give a financial donation, or become a member. To
find out more, visit www.reefresearch.org or email kholden@reefresearch.org
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2013

snorkellers

a
and

group

of

divers,

environmentalists

known as Cayman United Lionfish
League, or C.U.L.L for short, was also
set up in response to the lionfish
invasion and holds regular fishing
tournaments to reduce the numbers
of this species locally.
The group has recently developed
an app for android and iOS users
designed for certified cullers and
restaurants that feature lionfish on
their menus.
Providing a database of areas where
lionfish have recently been hunted,
the app also shows which restaurants
are currently selling lionfish and the
special menu items on offer.
For more information on lionfish and
the C.U.L.L. group, visit www.cull.ky

Beloved Isle

Cayman
When viewed from above, Cayman
could not be more picture perfect
Photos by Gene Pascual
Text excerpts from Cayman’s national song,
Beloved Isle Cayman

O sea of palest em’rald,
Merging to darkest blue
When viewed from above Cayman’s rocky areas of shoreline –
popularly known as ironshore - offers a striking contrast to the
islands’ powdery white sand beaches. Pictured is a stretch of
ironshore located next to popular beach spot Smith Barcadere.
Located in the heart of South Sound, Smith Barcadere is a popular
beach with both residents and tourists alike.
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Away from noise of cities,
Their fret and carking care
Spotts Beach is a wonderful stretch of white sandy beach far from the
madding crowds. Located off Shamrock Road in the Spotts Newlands
area, Spotts Beach features white powdery sand coupled with easyto-reach vibrant coral reefs. Sea turtles are often spotted swimming
in the shallow waters, making this a great spot for snorkelling.
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Dear, verdant island, set
In blue Caribbean sea
Located along the north-eastern tip of Cayman, Starfish Point is
a stunning beach and a popular spot with pleasure boats. One of
Cayman’s most secluded and peaceful locales, the beach is named
after the bright red starfish that inhabit the shallows. These critters
are easy to spot in the shallows but do resist the urge to pick these
delicate creatures up out of the water.
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O land of soft, fresh breezes,
Of verdant trees so fair
Morritt’s resort is a popular destination located in East End,
Cayman’s largest district. Pictured is Mimi’s Dock Bar & Restaurant,
a popular spot for those looking for a true island experience. Jutting
out into Cayman’s aquamarine waters, Mimi’s is Cayman’s first and
only dock bar.
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Luxurious eats and libations
WORDS BY DYLAN BENOIT

Best for raw
Catch Restaurant & Lounge at
Morgan’s Harbour
Tucked away in Morgan’s Harbour, West
Bay, you’ll find Catch Restaurant &
Lounge, an open-air dining room perched

The Cayman Islands are widely regarded as the culinary capital of the Caribbean, and it’s not difficult to see
why. A thriving tourism industry coupled with a multicultural population means expectations are set extremely
high when it comes to the quality and diversity of offerings available in Cayman. This combined with a growing
number of internationally recognised food festivals, industry experts, award-winning establishments, and an
increasing demand for and supply of locally grown produce, quickly makes it apparent that food is more than
just sustenance here, it’s a way of life.
To help you navigate the plethora of restaurants available The Cayman Book has compiled a shortlist outlining
just some of Cayman’s best spots to dine, sip, and savour. This is by no means a comprehensive guide, but rather
a starting point on your Cayman culinary adventure.

on the edge of the Caribbean Sea. As the
name might suggest, Catch is renowned
for its fresh seafood, both cooked and
raw, and you’ll understand why when you
see fishermen unloading their haul and
carrying it right through the dining room.
Local catch ceviche, a duo of local
fish tartare, tuna sashimi and the seared
yellowfin tuna are just a few of the raw or
near raw options on the menu. For those
that prefer their seafood slightly more
cooked, the crispy trigger fish with pickled
escovitch is a Caribbean classic that’s not
to be missed, along with the smoked
wahoo carpaccio and the crispy octopus.

Photo by Sonita Malan

Best for cocktails
Backroom Cigar Bar at
Regency Court
Backroom Cigar Bar is as close to a
speakeasy as you’ll find in the Cayman
Islands. Next to a colourful and brightly
lit Asian restaurant on West Bay Road,
Backroom is in stark contrast with its nondescript sign simply stating “BAR” atop a
row of blacked-out windows.
When the sun dips below the horizon,
discover this sumptuous bar’s hidden
secrets. Behind the well-worn brass door
handle is a dimly lit room with a long, dark
wooden bar, a few incredibly comfortable
red leather bar chairs, and a world of
luxurious libations waiting to be explored.
From contemporary and classic to
seasonal and experimental, the menu at
Backroom is concise and compact, but still
offers up a drink for every palate. But, the
best way to enjoy a cocktail at Backroom
is to give the bartender a direction - be
it your choice of spirit or a seasonal
ingredient – and then sit back and watch
the international team of mixologists craft
a truly remarkable beverage.
Photo by Janet Jarchow

Backroom also moonlights as a cigar
bar with a selection of luxury Cuban cigars.
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Best for steak

Best for dessert

Seven at The Ritz-Carlton,
Grand Cayman

Bàcaro at Cayman Islands Yacht Club

In 2018 Seven was ranked fifth by

dining when their open-air restaurant in

American newspaper USA Today as one of

the Cayman Islands Yacht Club opened in

the 10 best restaurants in the Caribbean.

2017, offering a menu focused around an

This luxurious dining spot boasts a sleek

Italian version of tapas known as cicchetti

interior design with contrasting cream

that is served throughout Venice.

and dark wood accents with two beautiful
wine-filled walls encased in glass.

Bàcaro shattered the mold of typical Italian

Bàcaro
cicchetti

prepares
favourites

mouthwatering
with

a

creative

Top notch cocktails compliment the a la

Caribbean twist, and their desserts are

carte menu which offers premium quality

no exception. The passionfruit panacotta

Niman Ranch meats, Snake River Farms

and traditional tiramisu are so delicate and

wagyu, and local seafood selections.

decadent, you can easily close your eyes

Ordering multiple cuts of meat and asking

and imagine the sounds of the passing

for them “sliced” is recommended to make

boats in the harbour are passing gondolas

sharing easy, along with ordering several

in Venetian canals. The jarred chocolate

of their decadent side dishes like truffled

cake is layer-upon-layer of deep chocolate

mac and cheese, coconut creamed callaloo,

and espresso cream, light chocolate

and chipotle creamed corn with uncured

mousse, crumbled chocolate sponge cake

Niman Ranch bacon. It’s often unwise to

with sea salt, and black pepper and fennel

fill up on bread at restaurants such as this

chocolate. The burnt strawberries, dusted

with cinnamon and coriander sugar before
being brûléed and served with yogurt
semifreddo, are a unique and whimsical
contrast to the traditional, simplistic Italian
dessert known as affogato; vanilla bean
ice cream drowned in a shot of espresso
and enjoyed with a spoon. Perfection.
To keep in line with the cicchetti
concept, all the desserts at Bàcaro are
smaller portions, so you don’t have to feel
guilty about ordering several.

but passing on the freshly baked mango
brioche would be a grave mistake.

Best for seafood

Best for tasting

Blue by Eric Ripert at The RitzCarlton, Grand Cayman

Avecita at Kimpton Seafire
Resort + Spa

Chef de cuisine Thomas Seifried is at the

Cayman’s newest hotel addition, Kimpton

down by three Michelin Star chef Eric

Seafire Resort + Spa, boasts a stunning bar

Ripert of Le Bernardin in New York City.

top of his game, carrying the torch passed

and restaurant called Ave.

The menu at Blue by Eric Ripert

Naturally lit with expansive floor to

focuses on the best and freshest seafood

ceiling windows, the exposed beams and

available. Each dish is perfectly prepared

concrete walls blend seamlessly with the

and cooked before being served with

inviting furnishings. The island-style bar on

rich sauces exquisitely paired to elevate

the left draws your vision first and should

the undisputed star of the plate, the fish.

certainly be the first stop for a glass of wine

The menu changes seasonally but notable

or a handcrafted cocktail. However, the true

dishes at the time of writing include the

crowning jewel of the space is a 10-seat

tuna and foie gras, a signature dish at Blue,

open concept chef’s counter called Avecita.

as well as the scallop with summer truffles,

Here you are seated only inches away

poached scampi with marinated sushi rice

from the chefs and waiters engaged in

and ramps, and the seared grouper with

a well-choreographed dance, a myriad

saffron risotto and bouillabaisse broth.

of hands cooking, slicing, plating, and

Attention to detail is evident from the

serving every dish in full view. The whole

morels, then Atlantic halibut, basil risotto

moment you walk in - every wine pairing

performance is dramatically backlit by

and pine nut caponata, each perfectly paired

sublime, every dish meticulously and

a wood-fired Grillworks grill, which not

with its own wine. On to slow-smoked and

elegantly presented with flavours that

only adds a vivid flicker of light, but also

roasted duck with cracked coriander glaze,

range from subtle to striking and back

an aroma that foreshadows the delicious

before a wood-fired striploin steak with

again. This is the reason that Blue remains

morsels to come.

black quinoa, lightly pickled mushrooms

the only restaurant in the Caribbean to be

and, of course, more wine. Lights, fire,

bestowed the coveted AAA Five Diamond

action! Avecita is truly dinner and a show.

Award, a distinction it’s held since 2008.

During a recent visit we enjoyed grilled
scallops with fugu dashi broth and French
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Best for local
Cayman Cabana Oceanside
RestoBar George Town harbour
For many years the words “best” and “fine
dining” were synonymous, however as
the collective focus has shifted towards
the

farm-to-table

movement,

more

casual restaurants like Cayman Cabana
Oceanside RestoBar have been given the
opportunity to shine.
The restaurant’s four-course farm-totable-dinner on Thursday nights features
exclusively local produce from Cayman’s
land and sea in a beautiful oceanfront
setting under the stars. Here guests are
seated at long communal tables draped in
white linen before wine and fresh pressed
juices are offered.
The food is fresh, seasonal and exclusively
local, served family style on large plates and
platters creating a vibrant, social dining
atmosphere between friends and strangers
alike. This is a truly unique dining experience
in Cayman, and a great introduction to
the thriving community of local growers,
producers, and fishermen in Cayman.
Alternatively, check out the restaurant’s
newly launched locavore brunch, held
every Saturday and Sunday from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The a la carte menu features
a selection of Caribbean inspired dishes
where local produce is the star of the show.

Dylan Benoit
Chef Dylan Benoit is an active member
of Cayman’s culinary scene. He is also
an established food writer and blogger,
documenting some of the best culinary
adventures from around the world. His
company Prime Group offers private chef
Photo by Janet Jarchow
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and consulting services.

SPONSORED FEATURE / TIA’S TABLE
Indeed, it is this love of food and

Chef Timisha explains that not only is hiring

in the food she prepares for her clients.

a private chef a luxurious experience, but

Timisha’s food ethos is a simple one; serve

it is also a practical one too.

tasty food cooked from the heart. It’s an
ethos that is clear to see in every dish.

Food for the soul

Photos by Janet Jarchow

“Firstly, you get to relax. The worst thing

brings me great pleasure,” Timisha says.

about most dinner parties, events or

“I believe that cookery, like eating, is

special celebrations is that you never get

both enjoyable and nourishing. It is an

to spend a lot of time conversing with

experience; touching not just our mouths,

your guests and creating memories. After

but nourishing all our senses, thus inspiring

the initial prep work of organising and

a flawless journey of aroma and taste. The

deciding your dinner party menu, you can

kitchen and cooking have always been my

sit back and relax with your guests and let

happy place.”

your private chef get to work.

She adds: “At Tia’s Table we believe

“Secondly, professional private chefs

that the most indispensable ingredient

are some of the most talented cooks in

of all good cooking is love for those you

the industry. You and your guests will be

are cooking for. We ensure that every

able to enjoy high-quality, tasty dishes

customer we deal with is treated like

they will never forget.

family. Not only do we provide a meal for

“Finally, you get to choose the menu.

every occasion, we provide an ultimate

Unlike eating at a restaurant where you

dining experience by igniting our passion

must choose from a selection of set meals,

for food in others.”

having a private chef gives you the ability

and works with all her clients to offer a
Feasting on sumptuous food carefully

tofu for the vegans in the team. For mains

bespoke package to perfectly suit their

prepared by your own private chef offers

the team feasted on gnocchi sautéed with

needs. Popular packages include Breakfast

the ultimate dining experience. Couple it

a richly decadent mushroom vegan cheese

Time, Thyme to Dine, the Before I Do

with savouring a delicious spread in one

sauce. Finally, we capped-off our feast

wedding package, and the newly launched

of Cayman’s luxurious private villas for an

with a cashew-based cheesecake topped

picnic package, which is proving a hit with

unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime culinary

with fresh pomegranate and paired with a

both residents and tourists alike.

experience.

blueberry and peach sauce.

moment for clients, giving them not only

Food for the soul

a meal but a full-on dining experience

behind The Cayman Book were recently

Chef Timisha holds a degree in culinary

with a dash of love and all that Cayman

treated to a sumptuous four-course dinner,

arts, food service management from the

has to offer is our aim,” Timisha explains,

expertly prepared by Tia’s Table and

prestigious American based Johnson and

“from picnics on the beach to a sumptuous

served amidst the elegant surroundings of

Wales University. She established Tia’s

dining experience in a luxurious villa.”

Evolution, an exquisite villa perched on an

Table in 2016, in honour of two people

She adds: “Our service is all about good

expansive stretch of natural beach in the

dear to her heart. But, it wasn’t until 2018

food, good wine, good friends, while

charming village of Bodden Town.

that the company officially started to offer

creating everlasting memories.”

private chef services.

While Timisha can create a custom

chef Timisha, owner and founder of Tia’s

Timisha’s passion for cooking started as

menu from scratch, she has a range of

Table, carefully assembled a nourishing

a young girl in her grandmother’s kitchen.

popular dishes that clients request time-

vegetarian meal that was both tasty and

“I would watch her cater to anyone

and-time again, including her signature

that walked through her doors,” Timisha

banana bread, and her island-inspired

The team kick-started the meal with

recalls. “Her food would bring so many

catboat snapper.

polenta bites, fried polenta topped with

family members and friends of our family

Many of her on-island clients request

sautéed mushrooms and caramelised

together. No matter what the occasion

her services in their home. But, for off-

thyme onions. Next up was a hearty

there was always laughter, never-ending

island clients, booking a private villa,

roasted pumpkin, apple, and coconut

stories and jokes.”

such as Evolution, is one of the most

satisfying.

soup, followed by local red snapper pho;
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“Creating a fun time, or a special

private catering companies. The team

With a number of staff vegetarians,

“There are so many benefits in having
a private chef,” chef Timisha explains.

“Cooking is a creative process that

Timisha offers a wide range of services

Tia’s Table is one of Cayman’s leading

Hosting made easy

togetherness that Timisha aims to replicate

to have whatever you desire.”
www.tias-table.com

Dine in style at Evolution

to dine in the elegant interior dining

Evolution is managed by Luxury

space, or on the villa’s expansive gazebo,

Cayman Villas, a company that offers

featuring a sublime infinity pool and deck

Cayman’s most exclusive collection

stretching out into the Caribbean Sea. For

of luxury vacation rentals.

those looking for a more informal dining

This luxurious villa offers the
ideal spot to wine and dine in style.

experience, there’s even an outdoor
kitchen, boasting a state-of-the-art grill.

The villa includes an open-plan living

Featuring seven bedrooms and seven

space coupled with a state-of-the-

bathrooms, each with stunning sea views,

art kitchen, including double ovens

and a breathtaking shabby-chic coastal

and a professional level gas range,

interior, Evolution offers the ideal place

making it the ideal spot to host a

to treat yourself to the very best of

culinary extravaganza.

island living, be it just for the night or an

With stunning oceanfront views
from every room, guests can choose

extended on-island stay.
www.luxurycaymanvillas.com

popular options.
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WORDS BY JOANNA LEWIS

head sommelier, Antonio “Nino” Hafner,

PHOTOS BY JANET JARCHOW

explained each wine, the importance

For one of the finest and most decadent

of the right stemware and decanters,

wine experiences, reserve a seat at Grand

storage, and more.

Old House’s sumptuous wine room for a
private wine tasting not to be beaten.

Dunja Yeap, guest relations manager
at Grand Old House, says that the wine

Hosted by one of the restaurant’s highly

tastings are designed to help enthusiasts

trained sommeliers, wine tastings at Grand

navigate the restaurant’s extensive wine

Old House offer a fabulous opportunity to

offerings, while giving oenophiles an

sample rare wines and vintages which you

opportunity to sample wines that they

would be hard-pushed to find at some of

may not ordinarily choose.

the world’s finest restaurants.

“Our wine tastings are designed to give

The wine room offers the ideal location

exposure to the unknown,” Dunja explains.

for such a delicious event. With racks of

“Our sommelier and wine director both

wine from floor-to-ceiling and decanters

have a passion for wine and are keen

Gastronomic must-visit

in various shapes and sizes hanging from

to share their knowledge in a witty and

Grand Old House has gained a reputation

the wood-panelled walls, the room oozes

educational manner.”

amongst wine connoisseurs as the place

sophistication and old-world glamour.

to go for rare wines, expert advice,

Here, guests get to enjoy generous

and exceptional choice. Indeed, the

pours of a selection of fine wines all

restaurant is a consistent winner of Wine

washed

down

with

expertly

paired

canapés prepared by the restaurant’s
team of award-winning chefs.
Wine tasting events are geared to
individuals, so whether you are a novice
and just want some guidance on how to
develop your wine knowledge, or you
are an expert looking to further your
expertise, the knowledgeable wine team
at Grand Old House can help.
During a recent trip my guests and I
sipped on fine wines while the restaurant’s

“Some of the most
treasured and rare
wines in the world
can be found at
Grand Old House”

Spectator’s Best of Award of Excellence,
two glass rating.
And, it is easy to see why Grand Old
House is award-winning. The restaurant is
home to Cayman’s largest wine collection,
the second biggest wine collection in the
Caribbean, and one of the 500 biggest
wine collections in the world. Whatever
tipple you fancy, Grand Old House can
provide it.

Dunja Yeap, Grand Old House guest
relations manager.

“Since the opening of Grand Old House
in 1969, the restaurant has always paid
extra attention to its wines,” Dunja says.
“Over the years, a dedicated team of
experts have built up a large collection
of fine wines that are stored in our

Oenophiles
rejoice amidst
Cayman’s
largest wine
collection

temperature-controlled wine room.”
The restaurant has more than 1,900
different labels, totalling some 20,000
bottles of wines, including many hard-tofind labels.
Located on the waterfront in the heart
of picturesque South Sound, Grand Old
House not only has an exceptional wine
collection, it also offers a sumptuous
menu, a collection of some of the rarest
bourbons in the Caribbean, and fine cigars
to boot. The restaurant’s setting in an old
plantation house along with its storied
50-year history make it even more of a
must-visit gourmet destination for those
looking to feast, sip, and enjoy some of
life’s finest gastronomic pleasures.
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Wine Club
The

restaurant

firmly

believes

that

knowing about wine makes it all the
more enjoyable to drink. In response to

Grand Old House
has more than
1,900 different
labels, totalling
some 20,000
bottles of wines,
including many
hard-to-find labels.
Storage and sourcing

“The door is only opened when I need

vintages are often sourced direct from

Many of the restaurant’s wines are

to get a bottle out,” Nino says. “That

wineries or from trusted wine auction

housed in the wine room, where the

ensures minimalistic intervention with

houses. As a result, Grand Old House’s

private tastings also take place. If you

light and temperature swings.”

exceptional wine list boasts many unique

do book in for a wine tasting wear

In addition to hosting the restaurant’s

selections that cannot be found elsewhere

something warm as the room is set

wine tastings and advising guests on the

in Cayman, in addition to a wine menu that

to a somewhat chilly 68 F, the ideal

right wine pairing for their meal, Nino,

features multiple vintages of certain wines.

temperature, Nino says, to counteract

along with Luciano De Riso, Grand Old

“We have vintages dating back to 1927,”

Cayman’s high-humidity.

House’s wine director, is also charged with

Dunja says. “We also have a large offering

continuing to develop the restaurant’s

of majestic vintages from France, Italy, and

award-winning wine collection.

California, such as 1982, 1994, 1997, 2004,

An adjacent darkened room houses
the restaurant’s exceptionally rare and
more fragile wines. It is kept slightly

Nino says that many of the restaurant’s

and more. Some of the most treasured

cooler and only a privileged few get a

wines are sourced by working closely with

and rare wines in the world can be found

chance to browse inside.

local distributors. Hard-to-find wines and

at Grand Old House.”

Rare bourbon and fine cigars
Grand Old House is home to one of the rarest bourbon collections in the Caribbean.
Amongst some of the rare bourbons available is an exceptionally hard-tofind one-gallon bottle of Old Fitzgerald Bourbon Bottled-in-Bond in 1974. This
is the last bourbon that was distilled, blended, and bottled by Julian “Pappy”
Van Winkle Sr. shortly after prohibition. Pappy Van Winkle’s Family Reserve is
often regarded as one of the finest bourbons in the world.
For cigar aficionados, Grand Old House’s Cuban-born Torcedor hand-rolls
a selection of fine cigars every evening using authentic Cuban ingredients
and utensils.
On offer are four different sized cigars; Panatella (mild); Mareva (mild to
medium); Robusta (medium); and Cañonazo (strong)
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this, Grand Old House’s Wine Club was
established in 2013 and offers the ideal
avenue for wine enthusiasts to develop
their knowledge further.
The club is comprised of different
membership levels, which range from a
selection of hand-picked boutique wines
per month for entry-level members to
the prestige of owning a personal wine
locker to house your own collection in the
wine room.
Wine tastings form the cornerstone of

Visit The Wharf

There is also a carefully curated

While Grand Old House has the
accolade

of

offering

Cayman’s

the club, giving members the opportunity

largest wine collection, its sister

to sample a selection of some of the

restaurant, The Wharf Restaurant

restaurant’s finest wines with knowledge

& Bar, is also a firmly established

and know-how imparted by the wine team

destination for oenophiles.

at Grand Old House.

Indeed, the restaurant’s wine menu

So, whether you are looking for a rare

features an extensive choice of some

vintage, a wine with a big bold flavour, or

800 labels, embracing many regions

just wish to expand your knowledge on

and countries across the world.

wine a little bit more, make sure you visit

This collection has garnered the

Grand Old House.

restaurant Wine Spectator’s Best of
Award of Excellence, two glass rating.
The restaurant also boasts Cayman’s
only underground wine cellar.
In addition to an outstanding wine
collection, The Wharf features an
enviable fine-dining menu expertly
prepared by the restaurant’s team of
international chefs.

bourbon collection on offer, as well
as a selection of expertly handrolled cigars.
Established in 1988 and located
along the start of Seven Mile Beach,
diners can choose to enjoy their meal
on the extensive deck which offers
stunning waterfront views, or in airconditioned comfort.
The

restaurant’s

picturesque

oceanfront bar, Ports of Call, offers
a popular happy hour, from 5-7 p.m.
seven days a week, while the nightly
feeding of the resident tarpons
which hover in the waters below the
deck is a not-to-be-missed event.
The event takes place every night
at 9 p.m., but you’ll often spot the
tarpons anxiously waiting for their
tasty titbits from 6 p.m.

Award-winning restaurants
Grand Old House and its sister restaurant The
Wharf have both been awarded Wine Spectator’s
Best of Award of Excellence for their exceptional
wine collections.
The magazine recognises restaurants and their
wine lists with one, two, or three glass ratings.
Both Grand Old House and The Wharf have been
awarded a two glass rating. In 2018, the magazine
awarded 64 recipients the Best of Award of
Excellence in the Caribbean, with only a handful of
those receiving a coveted two glass rating.
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Delectable cuisine
at Calypso Grill
WORDS BY IAN SWABY

Two double doors and a kind gesture

As we approach Calypso Grill, the famed

from our waiter lead us onto the porch,

Caymanian seafood restaurant where

and we find ourselves overlooking a

an atmospheric and sumptuous dining

light blue ocean where yachts rest and

experience awaits, the town grows quieter

mangroves boarder the coast. Like the

and the scenery greener, and we find

rest of the deck, our table is awash with

ourselves in pleasant Morgan’s Harbour

bright oranges and blues.

on the edge of the North Sound.

“The design itself came first,” explains

When a nearby road sign reads Sticky

Terry. “We were very interested in

Toffee Lane, we know we’ve come to the

vignettes and colour and being on the

right place; it’s here, amidst the splendour

water. We tried to keep the food simple

of an ocean view and a colourful open

but also very tasty, and we wanted to

deck, that we’ll be treated to renowned

present all of the restaurant as a whole.”

dishes including a sticky toffee pudding

The restaurant truly is an experience,

praised by the likes of Eric Ripert and

but the food plays a role in encouraging

beloved by both visitors and locals.

return

guests.

We

are

served

an

The restaurant has been a staple of

assortment of seafood dishes including

North Sound glisten in the afternoon sun

West Bay since the late 1990s, co-owned

sashimi, ceviche, and crabcakes, which are

and the occasional imposing frigate bird

by Terry Grimes and her husband James

accompanied by the restaurant’s excellent

soars along the coast foraging for food.

Mason with the illustrious Chef George

salads and followed by a round of desserts

Although it should feel hotter at this time

Fowler serving as its heart. Originally

including sticky toffee pudding. Since

of day, the ocean sends a calming breeze

from the U.K., Chef George has cooked in

1999, Calypso Grill has taken its fresh fish

across the deck.

countries including Jamaica, the Bahamas,

from the dock just next door, and it uses

When we’re finally ready to say

and Scotland, but it is Cayman and Calypso

local conch and lobster and the produce of

goodbye to the scene, we leave with our

Grill that he has called home for nearly

local farmers when they are in season.

minds relaxed, our stomachs full and our

two decades.
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As we relish our meal, the waters of the

eyes lightly dazzled.
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The passionate sound of a Spanish guitar
fills the air, while the precise footwork of
the flamenco dancers emits a series of
rhythmic clicks, creating an atmosphere of
excitement and intrigue.
It might sound like I’m in Spain, but
I’m at the hugely popular El Mercat – Nit
De Tapes, held every Thursday at the
Marriott Grand Cayman Beach Resort’s
chic restaurant Anchor & Den, located in
the heart of Seven Mile Beach.
The night transports diners to the eclectic
tapas bars that fill the streets of Barcelona,
Spain, offering a delicious and authentic
slice of this Mediterranean country.
At this luxurious dining destination
guests enjoy Cayman’s only truly authentic
Spanish night, where pitchers of Sangria
flow and small plates of tapas are designed
to be savoured and enjoyed family style.
“El Mercat – Nit De Tapes is one of
our most popular theme nights,” Nicolas

Tapas delights
Small bites big on flavour

Franco, the resort’s marketing manager,
says. “It is a real culinary experience with
authentic tapas and live entertainment.
The flamenco dancers are also a huge hit
with our guests.”
The menu features a smorgasbord
of culinary delights bound to tantalise
the taste buds, including an extensive
selection of traditional hot and cold
tapas, cheeses, and meats. Anchor & Den’s
popular raw bar is also available, featuring
not-to-be missed delights such as freshly
flown in oysters and snow crab claws.
What’s not to love?
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At this luxurious
dining destination
guests enjoy
Cayman’s only
truly authentic
Spanish night,
where pitchers of
Sangria flow and
small plates of
tapas are designed
to be savoured and
enjoyed family style.
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Spanish tradition

He adds: “El Mercat – Nit de Tapes is one

El Mercat – Nit De Tapes was first

of my favourite nights here at Anchor &

launched at Anchor & Den in 2015 and

Den. The atmosphere, great food quality,

during the last few years has developed

and the opportunity for diners to try lots

into a popular weekly event, with an

of small dishes all in one sitting makes

evolving menu that keeps diners coming

for a great meal. Of course, there is also

back for more.

the phenomenal charcuterie and cheese,

The night is just one of many vibrant
events held at the Marriott where the

which is hugely popular with all of our
guests.”

extensively travelled team have drawn

And, we are inclined to agree. With

on their global experiences to create

our bellies full and the night ending, we

something unique, exciting, and filled with

each head on home, promising to come

authentic offerings.

back soon.

“When we see something that we like
from our travels around the world we then
use it for inspiration,” Nicolas explains.
“Our food and beverage programme
incorporates elements from countries that
we have visited like Spain, Mexico, France,
and Italy to name just a few. Our chef
de cuisine visited Barcelona to discover
Spain’s culinary delights, which influenced
the enticing dishes that are offered at El
Mercat – Nit de Tapes.”
Indeed, the menu was originally put
together by Thais Rodriguez, Anchor &
Den’s former chef de cuisine, following a
four-day visit to Barcelona to discover the
region’s culinary delights. Her aim was to
replicate the simple, yet flavour-packed
dishes of Spanish cuisine, while keeping

Charcuterie and more

waiter choose our dishes and it resulted in

them as authentic and true to the original

Kick-start the meal with the restaurant’s

a satisfying stream of small plates gracing

recipes as possible.

popular

the tabletop.

charcuterie

board.

This

Some of the standout dishes included

current chef de cuisine, Santiago Mancini,

of gourmet cheeses and handpicked meats

the Pulop a la Gallega, a delicious Galician-

who develops new recipes and dishes,

that are guaranteed to go down a treat.

style octopus cooked to perfection, and

enticing diners to come back for more.

Many of the meats and cheeses have

the Albondigas, flavourful Spanish-style

Originally from Argentina, Santiago

been imported specially from different

meatballs, which were so good we didn’t

has been a chef for more than 17 years.

regional areas of Spain by the team, and

hesitate to order seconds. Other must-

He has worked in Cayman for some eight

it is this dedication and attention to detail

haves included the Pimientos del Piquillo,

years, during which time he has had the

that truly makes El Mercat – Nit De Tapes

seared piquillo peppers stuffed with

opportunity to explore flavours from

an exceptionally delicious event.

Idiazabel cheese, and the Tortilla Espanola,

around the world.

On the board find mouthwatering

a Spanish omelette.
Round off the night with a selection

delicious, and to utilise only the freshest

Chorizo, Spiannata, and Salame Ventricina,

of desserts, including the ever-popular

ingredients marries perfectly with the

alongside olives, oven-baked garlic, freshly

almond cake, made from a traditional

concept of Anchor & Den’s tapas night.

baked toasted bread, and a delicious

recipe that originates from the north of

“I love basic, rustic-style homemade

assortment of sweet and savoury spreads.

Spain. A wonderfully light cake filled with

fare,” Santiago explains. “Age-old recipes

With a Sangria in hand, it’s the perfect way

citrus flavours, it’s the ideal finale to this

handed down through the generations I

to ease yourself into the evening.

grandiose Spanish-inspired feast. Indeed,

feel are among some of the tastiest, and

my dining companions and I devoured

I love exploring and elevating these types

every last morsel.

of dishes.”

leisurely pace. During my visit we let our

Nicolas Franco, marketing manager,
Marriott Grand Cayman Beach Resort

His desire to keep food simple and

meats such as wafer thin Iberico ham,

The dinner is designed to be taken at a
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That aim is continued today by the

showstopper features a delicious spread

“El Mercat – Nit
De Tapes is a real
culinary experience
with authentic
tapas and live
entertainment,”

Visit www.anchorandden.com
to find out more.
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Mouthwatering dishes

Edoardo’s is also a popular dining destination

The restaurant is primarily famed for its

thanks to their freshly made gourmet

delicious selection of housemade pastas.

pizzas, with many inspired by traditional

One of the restaurant’s signature pasta

Caribbean fare, such as the Italy Meets

dishes is the gnocchi, fresh homemade

Cayman, featuring homemade tomato

potato dumplings served in a choice of

sauce, mozzarella, succulent jerk-seasoned

sauces, including a rich four cheese sauce

grilled chicken breast, and fresh basil.

or traditional marinara.
“You can’t beat fresh homemade pasta

OS ICE840C (ISLAND SUPPLY) 12/09/13 2:55 PM

Wash your meal down with a selection
of fine wines from the restaurant’s

for the taste, texture, and it is a lot lighter

temperature-controlled

than dried pasta,” Brain explains. “The

Edoardo’s extensive wine menu has

homemade pasta takes up the flavours

garnered the restaurant the prestigious

of the sauce in whatever dish it is being

Wine Spectator Award of Excellence

served for a much tastier dish.”

for the last three years in a row, making

Barolo Lounge

Edoardo’s a must-visit for oenophiles.

In 2010, Edoardo’s took over an adjacent

Other tempting dishes include fresh

wine

cellar.

local fish direct from Cayman’s fishermen.

“We focus mostly on Italian wines since

building, turning it into the popular Barolo

Enjoy it either grilled or blackened and

we are an Italian restaurant, but we also

Lounge, a welcoming cocktail lounge

served with the restaurant’s sauce of the

feature a selection of wines from around

which is the ideal spot for a pre-dinner

day, rice, and vegetables. Alternatively,

the world,” Brian explains.

aperitif or post-dinner drinks.

plump for the fillet cambozola, a favourite

“We have some very rare and exclusive

“Our head bartender is one of the best

dish with Edoardo’s regulars, featuring

wines too, including a range of 1982

mixologists on the island, so customers

a succulent 8-ounce centre-cut certified

Bordeaux, which was one of the best ever

will be more than entertained with the

Angus beef filet mignon wrapped in bacon

vintages and cannot be found anymore,

wealth of knowledge he has to share when

and topped with cambozola cheese.

unless a private owner chooses to sell at

it comes to making some of his signature

auction,” he adds.

drinks,” Brian says.

Italian delights
at Edoardo’s
For delicious Italian fare, head to Edoardo’s,

with high quality cuisine with all ingredients

one of Cayman’s oldest restaurants located

made fresh in house from pastas, breads,

along the heart of Seven Mile Beach.

desserts,” Brian Corroyer, restaurant co-

Here you can feast on a wide selection of
sumptuous Italian-inspired fare, from fresh

“We

aim

to

give

the

customer

homemade pastas, to mouthwatering

exceptional, professional, friendly and

steaks, decadent desserts, and award-

attentive service, so when they leave the

winning wines and cocktails.

restaurant they feel like they have had

Edoardo’s originally opened its doors

more of an experience than just a meal and

in 1985 and has become a popular dining

will want to come back sooner rather than

mainstay with residents and tourists

later,” Brian adds.

alike. The restaurant’s cosy and intimate

The restaurant is headed up by chef Joel

setting offers diners an atmospheric

Olaguer. Having worked in restaurants across

Open for lunch and dinner seven days a

dining experience, all coupled with

the globe, Joel brings a wealth of knowledge

week. Call 1 (345) 945-4408 or visit

delicious cuisine.

on different cuisine styles, adding unique

www.edoardosrestaurant.com

“Our concept is to provide our guests
74

owner, says.

twists to traditional Italian dishes.
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Canvas Utility Bag,
by Forestbound

Continuous Mist Sunscreen,
by Hampton Sun

Tervis Tumbler,
by Island Company

These exclusive sturdy canvas utility bags by

The sun’s rays are powerful enough to

Whether lounging in a beach chair with

Forestbound are ideal for lazy days on the

compromise many sunscreens’ active

the tide sweeping your feet or exploring

beach. Roomy enough to carry everything

ingredients, causing them to quickly lose

Caribbean coastlines from the deck of a

you need for a day on the sand or out on

efficacy. Hampton Sun products contain

catamaran, Island Company’s 24-ounce

the water, these bags feature vintage-

an innovative ingredient Polycrylene®

Tervis Tumblers are designed with sun-

inspired split leather handles and buckle

which helps enhance SPF strength and

seeking escapists in mind. Featuring

straps with metal hardware, in addition

improve water-resistance, making them

inspirational

to a water-resistant fibreboard interior

ideal for Cayman’s tropical climes. With

keeping cocktails icy cool has never been

bottom panel. Choose from a selection

sunscreens ranging from SPF 4 to 50 and

more fun.

featuring the words “Grand Cayman,”

no tears formulation for the kids Hampton

Island Company, Camana Bay, $20

“Escape,” or “Endless Summer” printed on

Sun have something for everyone.

them. A perfect holiday keepsake.

Spa at Seafire, Kimpton Seafire Resort + Spa,

The Mercantile, Grand Cayman Marriott

$30.40

Beach Resort, from $135

Beach chic

H2O Illuminating Tan Mist,
by James Read
Protect your skin from the sun’s harmful
rays and fake a tan with James Read’s H20
Illuminating Tan Mist. Created with a base
of organic rose water and infused with a
touch of self-tan and a luxurious dusting
of shimmering 24-carat gold, this sparkling
mist will gradually build a natural tan,

Make sure you look the part on the beach and out
on the water with elegantly designed and functional
apparel, accessories, and products.

while the formula’s golden light reflecting
particles will give skin a lustrous finish.
Le Visage, Camana Bay, $38

quotes

for

wanderlusts,

Turkish Cotton Beach Towel,
by John Robshaw
Lounge on the beach or around the pool
in style with these stunning Alabat beach
towels by renowned textile designer John
Robshaw. These towels were inspired
by Robshaw’s trip to Mindanao in the
Philippines where remarkable weaving
techniques have been preserved. Made
from 100 percent luxurious cotton, these
beautiful towels feature a hand knotted
tassel hem and a graphic diamond pattern.
Available in a selection of colours.
Loliday Cayman, $79

Seaweed Caftan Top, by Isy B.
This beautiful, stylish, and easy-to-wear
caftan is perfect for the beach and
beyond. Designed with island living in
mind and featuring colours inspired by
Cayman’s palette of Caribbean colours,

Bikini, by Seafolly
Look chic at the beach or around the pool

Timber Line DB Series
Sunglasses, by Peripheral

with this stunning yellow floral bikini.

Protect your eyes from the harsh glare of

Since 1975, Seafolly has been at the

the sun with these stylish sunglasses by

epicentre of Australian beach lifestyle

Peripheral. Featuring a tortoise acetate

and has quickly become one of the most

frame, wood temples, and a grey polarised

recognised swimwear and beach lifestyle

lens, these unisex sunglasses offer a

brands world-wide.

timeless fashion statement. Peripheral is a

Sand Angels, Camana Bay, mesh top $92,

Cayman-based, socially conscience fashion

bottoms $75

brand. With each purchase, up to 50

this caftan is made from a lightweight and
airy fabric, ensuring you feel comfortable
while looking your best.
Sand Angels, Camana Bay, $188

percent of the purchase price is donated
to a charitable cause, group, or individual.
Peripheral Flag Ship Store, The Strand, $150
76

All prices are in Cayman Islands’ dollars
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Cayman’s
perfume
master
Capturing the sweet smell of Cayman
one delicious scent at a time

78
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The idea for Ted Green Fragrances was

PHOTOS BY JANET JARCHOW

born in 2006, while Ted was pursuing his

Accountant by day, master perfumier at

bachelor’s degree in accounting at the

The result was a perfume that Ted

night. Ted Green is the man behind the

University College of the Cayman Islands.

says represents the whole of Cayman’s

Caribbean’s first perfume company, Ted

His initial inspiration came from the

flora in one fragrant mixture. He called

Green Fragrances, increasing the region’s

person who had largely raised him, his

his perfume Wild Banana Orchid, after

global presence one wafting scent at a time.

grandmother, when she reminded him of

Cayman’s national flower. While the

Born and raised in Cayman, Ted was

his fascination with scent. Suddenly, the

orchid’s flower itself lacks a strong

seeds of a business idea were sown.

smell, the perfume, says Ted, is about

inspired to create a Cayman-inspired

than two years to complete.

business in tribute to his beloved islands.

Now the door to an idea had been

more than just one plant. He describes

“I wanted to do something that was

opened, Ted had to work out how to

the scent as sweet, pleasant, but not

special,” he explains, “something that

develop a perfume business from scratch.

overtly obtrusive.

was special to me, something that was

Ted was also left with something he

special to the island, and something

Creating a scent

didn’t expect – a second fragrance that

that in its own unique way, could help

Ted’s fragrances are designed using

felt earthy, salty, and masculine.

put Cayman on the map, on the tips of

industry-leading standards and high-quality

people’s tongues.”

ingredients in Grasse France, popularly

“I thought, these are two sides of the
Feeling the scent had an air of

world. Getting a foothold in this exclusive

tradition and timelessness, he named

enclave was not easy though.

it Fifteen O’ Three, after the date the

Indeed, Ted says that the perfume

islands were founded. Ted says that

industry was not amongst the most

Fifteen O’ Three serves as the more

welcoming. Populated by individuals with

rugged and intense counterpoint to

a heritage of perfumery, the extremely

Wild Banana Orchid, a tribute to the

wealthy, and celebrities, it represented a

men of Cayman’s seafaring past.

Furthermore,
perfumes

is

In 2017, he added a third perfume,

mixing

often

one’s

unfeasible,

own

Cayman Candy, marketed as a youthful,

due

sassy, and charismatic representation of

to the expensiveness of ingredients.

the Caymanian spirit.

And finally, with much of the industry

“Cayman, to me, is a very young

based in France, forming contacts was

nation,” Ted says, “so I wanted the

challenging, especially for someone who

perfume to have an element of youth.”

doesn’t speak French.

The sweetest of all his fragrances, Ted

Ted refused to back down and after

says Cayman Candy is reminiscent of the

two years he found the perfect team of

Caymankind concept, with its light and

perfumiers that believed in his vision and

innocent evocations.

were willing to work within his budget.

Ted explains that bringing his products to

His business is also expanding. Ted

market in 2010 was by far the most nerve-

is currently working on a new line of

“You have to inspire people,” he explains.

“When I started
high school, I got
into fragrances and
never thought for
a second, ever, that
I would actually
make one,”

wracking part of the whole journey. What

fragrances, in addition to a selection of

if his interpretation of Cayman didn’t mesh

candles and home scents.

vision of Cayman, and visitors for the

Find Ted Green products at select retail locations across Cayman, including La Parfumerie, Kirk

Ted Green

memories they evoke.

Freeport, Silhouette, and Pure Art. Visit www.tedgreen.com

The only question was how to go

perfuming skills. But I could sell my vision.

about it. Ted’s first project was a DVD set,

I could sell the idea of this beautiful

“Journeys Through Cayman,” which took

place, the idea that none of them had

viewers on a scenic and informative road

ever worked on a project quite like this

trip. It saw a far more moderate success

before, the idea of where this could go

than his later efforts in fragrance.

for them and for myself.”

Ted says that as a child, he always

It was now time to mix the first

loved smells. The smell of perfumes; the

fragrance. Ted took an approach that

smell of the fresh dew after rain.

he calls different from that of most

second, ever, that I would actually make
one,” Ted says.
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Developing a brand

What was the secret to his success?
“I couldn’t go in there and sell my

into fragrances and never thought for a

Ted Green

same coin,” the perfumier explains.

referred to as the perfume capital of the

challenge to break into.

“When I started high school, I got

“The support
from the local
community was
phenomenal, is
phenomenal, and
continues to be
phenomenal,”

France, and Asia, the process took more

perfumiers, starting with an idea and
working from there.
Equipped with a laboratory, a group
of staff, and ingredients from Morocco,

with everyone else? However, he was both

Despite his continuing success, it isn’t

delighted and relieved to find visitors and

fame Cayman’s perfumier is after. He’s

residents embracing the products.

fine with being known as the person who

“The support from the local community

works an accounting position at law firm

was phenomenal, is phenomenal, and

Walkers and volunteering as a director at

continues to be phenomenal,” Ted enthuses.

the Kiwanis club. Most of all, he just wants

Indeed,

Ted’s

fragrance

empire

to share his vision of Cayman and give the

continues to grow, and his company has

islands a voice in the larger world, one

received international media attention.

delicious scent at a time.

He receives fan mail about twice a month,
with locals praising his scents for their
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Shades
with a

social
conscience
Local lifestyle brand Peripheral is helping
individuals and groups achieve their dreams,
one fashionable pair of shades at a time.

Photo by Janet Jarchow
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Community first

When you live in or visit a sunny locale such

So, how does it all work?

as the Cayman Islands one of the most

“We have two parts to our company,” JR

important accessories are a pair of shades.

explains. “First, we spend our time meeting

Cayman-based lifestyle brand Peripheral

with individuals and groups to help them

has added a new twist to the myriad of

define their goals, and second we create

sunglasses available; functional shades

products that these individuals and groups

with a social conscience.

can promote for sale.”

Worn

by

the

likes

of

celebrity

He adds: “Because our website traffic is

photographer Nigel Baker, famed chef

being driven by these individuals and groups

Jose Andrés, and NBA All-Star Devin Harris,

we give them the retail mark-up which is 50

There are more than 15 different frames

Peripheral’s range of fashion forward

percent of the sale. People get to purchase

to choose from, with many designs offering

shades are designed to help individuals,

products where they know a portion is going

more than 15 different colour combinations.

groups, and causes to overcome social and

to help someone achieve their dreams.”

financial boundaries to achieve their goals
and dreams.
Founded by Douglas “JR” Cameron in
2011, the Peripheral brand has helped a
myriad of Cayman-based individuals and
charities.
Charitable organisations include the
Cayman Islands Breast Cancer Foundation,

Shades range in price from a purse-

Currently, Peripheral’s sunglasses are

friendly US$40 to $150. These include The

available to purchase on their website,

Base Line which features a selection of light-

with shipping offered to the U.S., Canada,

weight stylish polycarbonate frames with

and Cayman.

polarised, salt-water resistant lenses, and

Giving couldn’t be easier. Simply pick your

The Timber Line, made from a wood and

sunglasses, choose which cause, group, or

acetate hybrid frame, which is hand-finished

individual you’d like to support, then wear

by a team of skilled craftsmen.

your shades with pride.

New

designs

are

constantly

in

One Dog at a Time, the National Trust

The sunglasses are also stocked in 22

development with plans afoot to launch

for the Cayman Islands, Big Brothers Big

stores island-wide, including at the Peripheral

a bespoke range handmade in Cayman,

Sisters of the Cayman Islands, and Feed our

Flag Ship Store located in The Strand, Seven

featuring design accents from locally

Future Cayman Islands, to name just a few.

Mile Beach, although purchasing direct from

sourced materials such as Caymanite and

Individuals – or “Dreamers” as the

retail outlets means that just 10 percent of

silver thatch.

team at Peripheral call them - that you

the retail price is donated.

can support with a purchase of Peripheral

In addition, you’ll also find Peripheral

shades run the gamut, from those looking

shades at pop-up shops and events across

JR explains that the on-trend sunglasses
are designed to offer functional fashion that
fits into people’s busy day-to-day lives.

to achieve their goals of representing

Cayman, where you can buy them direct

“We cater to active people in both

Cayman on the international stage, to

from the cause, individual, or group you

business and lifestyle, so all our products

others who need financial assistance to

will be supporting, with the full 50 percent

are designed to look good but be durable,”

achieve their dreams.

being donated.

JR says.

Giving couldn’t be
easier. Simply pick
your sunglasses,
choose which cause,
group, or individual
you’d like to support,
then wear your
shades with pride.

Peripheral’s range of
shades is designed
to help individuals,
groups, and causes
to overcome social
and financial
boundaries to
achieve their goals
and dreams.

Achieving dreams
JR is originally from Ontario, Canada, and
has called Cayman home for more than a

So, what’s next for the socially conscious
brand? JR is dreaming big.
“Elon Musk started with an online

decade. He says he was inspired to create

payment

the business with his partner and co-

now he is sending people to Mars,” the

creator Kiristen Cousins, out of his desire

entrepreneur enthuses.

to help others achieve their dreams.

processing

company

and

“Peripheral started buying and selling

“It all started with two simple questions;

sunglasses to raise money for people’s

what makes us happy and how do we want

dreams; now we are driving a plastic

to spend our day?” JR comments.

recycling programme to make our own

After some brainstorming, JR says
the answers to those questions were
clearly defined.

products. This will help with the fundraising
while helping our planet,” JR says.
“Next, we will be setting up our own

“We decided we are most happy talking

manufacturing facility right here in the

to people about their dreams and having

Cayman Islands with plans for similar

the ability to help them achieve them.”

facilities in both Canada and the U.S. that

JR says that the Peripheral brand gives

we will use as examples to help other

the socially conscious an opportunity to

groups set up their own facilities, all based

spend their money and help others at the

on the same ethos.”

same time.

JR adds: “Everything we do directly

“By choosing Peripheral, you are showing

impacts our planet and our community,

that you are conscious about where you

so we have the choice to impact both in a

spend your money. There are lots of ways

positive way.”

you can create a positive impact on people’s
lives, if you simply know who you are giving
your money to,” JR says.
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Cartier Panthere de Cartier
Necklace

Cartier Santos de Cartier LM

This show-stopping necklace is made

by Cartier. The rounded angles of the

from yellow gold, black lacquer, tsavorite

dial, the seamless curve of the horns,

garnets, and onyx, set with 36 brilliant

and the exposed screws make for a

cut diamonds. The panther, the symbolic

timeless and iconic watch that has

animal of Cartier, made its first appearance

inspired countless reinterpretations. The

in the Maison’s collections in 1914. Whilst

Santos watch features a patented strap

Louis Carter was the first to tame the

interchangeability system.

mythic animal, it was his colleague Jeanne

Available at Kirk Freeport, Bayshore Mall;

Toussaint who turned it into the now

at the Cartier Boutique Cardinal Avenue;

iconic feline motif.

at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman; and at

Available at Kirk Freeport, Bayshore Mall;

Kirk Freeport.

Stay on time with this luxurious timepiece

at the Cartier Boutique Cardinal Avenue;
at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman; and at
Kirk Freeport.

Balaclava Earrings
These timeless earrings are made from

Mark Henry Stingray Pendant

18-carat rose and white gold set off

Take home a brilliant reminder of your

by shimmering round white diamonds.

trip to the Cayman Islands with this

Perfect for any occasion.

stunning 18-carat yellow gold alexandrite

Available at Balaclava Jewellers,

and diamond stingray pendant. This

Governors Square

handcrafted pendant is part of the Cayman
Sea Life Collection by jeweller Mark Henry

All that
glitters

created exclusively for Rocky’s Diamonds.
Available at Rocky’s Diamonds, George Town

Balaclava Ring
Add some wow factor to your fingers with
Balaclava’s stunning collection of rings.
Pictured is an 18-carat white gold diamond
ring, featuring a brilliant 0.71-carat centre

Lustworthy timepieces
and jewels

round white diamond and a further
0.80-carats of diamonds. Alternatively,
plump for the contrasting 18-carat rose
and white gold diamond ring with a 3.04
carat centre round natural orange brown
diamond capped off with 0.86 carat round

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMTMaster II
Although the Rolex GMT-Master was
designed essentially for professional use,

Messika Paris Move Romane
Bangle

its combination of peerless functionality
and rugged good looks has attracted a
wider travelling public. Amongst its many

The Move Romane collection combines

features, the Oyster Perpetual GMT-

unique design and timeless elegance.

Master II features a stunning combination

In this elegant bracelet, Messika has

of Oystersteel and 18-carat Everose gold, a

adopted the art of modern asymmetry.

distinctive black dial, 3285 movement, and

Featuring a thin diamond strand and an

a 24-hour bezel. Waterproof to 330-feet.

18-carat yellow gold ribbon balancing five

Available at Kirk Freeport Bayshore Mall.

individual brilliant cut diamonds. Wraps

www.kirkfreeport.net / 949-7477

white diamonds.
Available at Balaclava Jewellers,

Pasquale Bruni Giradini Segreti
Ring

Governors Square

The Giradini Segreti collection by Pasquale
Bruni is a collection that celebrates the
never-ending love between women and
nature, with rings that can also be used to
fasten silk scarves or turbans. Inspired by
sensual floral motifs this ring is made from
18-carat rose gold and features white and
Champagne diamonds, creating an eyecatching piece.

around the wrist like strands of elegant

Available at Kirk Freeport at Bayshore Mall.

ribbons. Perfect for stacking.

www.kirkfreeport.net / 949-7477

Effy Multi-Color Ring and
Earrings
This stunning ring and earrings are bound
to make a colourful statement when
paired together or worn individually. Both
the ring and earrings are set in 14-carat
yellow gold and feature both sapphires
and diamonds for a dazzling effect.
Available at Effy Jewellery, George Town

Available at Kirk Freeport at Bayshore Mall.
www.kirkfreeport.net / 949-7477
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A BYGONE ERA AT

Pedro St. James

WORDS BY IAN SWABY
PHOTOS BY JANET JARCHOW
I recall first visiting Pedro St. James, or
Pedro Castle as it is often called, at just sixyears-old. With its stone framework, 18inch thick walls, numerous cannons, and
jail cell, not to mention the word “castle”
in its title, I was convinced that this 18th
century “great house” was indeed a castle.
A few decades later I’m back to join
a guided tour to learn more about this
fascinating home, and to find out the
reason behind its misleading moniker.
Pedro St. James was built more than
200 years ago and offers a fascinating
glimpse into Cayman’s past. Perched on a
dramatic stretch of ocean bluff with farreaching views across manicured lawns
and the Caribbean Sea, this magnificent
site is the ideal spot to learn more about
the island’s rich culture and heritage.
Visitors can tour the site under their
own steam or enjoy a guided tour. I opt
for the latter. Many of the tour guides
are

direct

descendants

of

previous

inhabitants, offering a rich glimpse into
the home’s fascinating past.

Pedro St. James
was built more
than 200 years
ago and offers
a fascinating
glimpse into
Cayman’s past.
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A colourful background
Built in 1780, when Cayman’s population

Life at Pedro St. James certainly has

hovered at around 500 inhabitants, Pedro

been colourful. The great house has served

St. James was Cayman’s largest building

as a home, courthouse, jail, government

and the only brick-and-mortar structure

assembly, inn and restaurant. It has also

on island. The project was led by William

been besieged by a series of fires and

Eden, an Englishman whose descendants

hurricanes, and abandoned twice, leading

would be just one of many to occupy the

many to believe the building was jinxed.

house over the years.

In 1991, Pedro St. James was given

In 1831 the decision was made at the

a new lease of life when it was acquired

house to form Cayman’s first government,

by the Cayman Islands Government,

leading it to become known as the

which embarked on an ambitious project

“Birthplace of Democracy.” Just a few

to restore the home to its former glory.

years later in 1835, the house was the spot

Today, Pedro St. James serves as a

where a new era was ushered in when it was

spectacular showpiece of a traditional

announced from the front steps that slavery

Caribbean great house and a proud

had been abolished in the British Empire.

tribute to Cayman’s past.

Built in 1780,
when Cayman’s
population hovered
at around 500
inhabitants, Pedro
St. James was
Cayman’s largest
building and the
only brick-andmortar structure
on island.

Authentic
furnishings and
artifacts from
the 18th century
decorate the halls
and rooms
Tour the house
As you walk the windswept verandas of

where meals were prepared, and visit

its comfortable, open-air floors, there’s a

Watler House, a traditional wattle and

distinct lived-in quality about the home.

daub Caymanian cottage.

Authentic furnishings and artifacts

For first-time visitors, the initial stop

from the 18th century decorate the halls

should be the impressive multi-sensory

and rooms, from a wooden rocking horse

presentation on the history of the castle.

to old-time kitchenware, showcasing the

The story-opening cliché of a dark

unparalleled living conditions its original

and stormy night has never seen such an

habitants enjoyed.

entrancing manifestation. Rain, wind, and

During the tour, my guide Joseph

lightning effects enhance the tragic tale

explains the quirks of 18th century

of Mary Jane Eden, William Eden’s great-

upper-class life in Cayman and points

granddaughter who was killed by a bolt

out interesting details that abound from

of lightning at the entrance steps, setting

yesteryear.

the house ablaze.

“Do you feel off-balance?” asks Joseph at
one point, explaining that the balcony floor

But, what about the reasoning as to
why it’s called a castle?

is angled sideways to keep away rainwater.

The name stems from the early 1960s

The slight tilt suddenly comes to my

when American citizen Thomas Hubbell

attention, subtle but now quite noticeable.

purchased the building and renovated

Joseph also points out the mosquito

the house so as it looked like a castle. It

net around a bed. It’s a reminder of a

operated as an inn and restaurant from

very different Cayman, before the advent

1967 until 1970, when it caught fire. But,

of pest control when these tiny insects

the moniker stuck.

were the greatest threat to cattle, and no

Whether you are young or old, and

one ventured outside at night without a

whether you choose to view it as a castle

smoke-pot to keep the swarms at bay.

or simply the grandest Caymanian house

After the tour, visitors are free to
explore the more than 7-acre gardens

of its time, Pedro St. James remains an
indisputable national treasure.

filled with cacti and indigenous fruit trees,
the caboose, a traditional outdoor kitchen
92

Unique attractions
to discover
Pedro St. James is managed by the
Tourism Attraction Board Cayman
Islands. The TAB manages a wide
range of attractions unique to
the Cayman Islands, including the
Queen Elizabeth II Botanic Park
in North Side, the Craft Market in
George Town, the annual festival
Pirates Week, and the geological
site Hell in West Bay.
For more details on each of
these attractions visit www.tab.ky

www.pedrostjames.ky
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Cayman’s
flourishing
art scene

Natalie Urquhart, director
and chief curator of the
National Gallery of the
Cayman Islands.
Photos courtesy of National
Gallery of the Cayman Islands

Local art in the Cayman Islands is flourishing, offering an exciting opportunity
for both new collectors and art aficionados to add truly remarkable work to their
collections. Thanks to Cayman’s unique cultural history and cosmopolitan present
the art is a vibrant fusion of creative mediums, styles, and inspirations.
The Cayman Book’s Ian Swaby chats with Natalie Urquhart, director and chief
curator of the National Gallery of the Cayman Islands, to find out more.

What is unique about Cayman art?

here, which makes for a vibrant cultural

“Like all countries, Cayman has a unique

melting pot. However, it could be argued

cultural identity which forms the basis

that Cayman has been a globalised society

of much of our contemporary artistic

for a lot longer than that. The maritime-

production. For example, our maritime

based economy dictated that Cayman’s

heritage is a major source of inspiration for

forefathers went away to sea for months

some artists. For others it’s our stunning

on end, initially fishing for turtles, and

tropical landscapes and seascapes. Added

later with the Merchant Marines. This

to this are the influences and threads of

involved travelling to Jamaica, Cuba,

other cultures that now co-exist in Cayman.

Honduras, and Nicaragua, and later

“This growing interest in the visual arts is

around the world, so naturally that has

partly a response to the increasing number

influenced many aspects of Caymanian

of artists currently practicing, which exceeds

culture, including its art scene.”

that of any time in the country’s past. While
representational work, others are seeking to

Where can visitors go to find out
more about local art?

articulate a uniquely Caymanian experience

“The National Gallery is a great starting

and striving to express their location within

point. As the country’s art museum, we

twenty-first-century Caymanian society.”

typically have up to 100 pieces of artwork

many artists still choose to create primarily

When did art in the Cayman
Islands start to become truly
established?

Adjacent greets visitors
at the entrance of the
National Gallery of the
Cayman Islands

the National Collection Gallery at any one
featuring local work. So, that really gives

recognised as the formal fine arts scene
parallels that of the financial sector. Prior

“One of the biggest challenges is the lack

“We also have a great team here that

to that we had a flourishing craft industry

of an art school or residency programme

can talk to visitors about how to visit an

of remarkably skillful work that was created

where artists are given the opportunity

artist’s studio and to share information

with a functional purpose – basket weaving,

to experiment and further develop their

about where the commercial galleries are

roofing, embroidery, appliqué, smocking

practice in a supported environment. We

on island.”

and quilting, architectural fretwork, and

have a flourishing art scene but breaking in

shell and wood carving. The tough physical

to this as a young artist is difficult without

and economic climate rarely afforded

the tools and critical environment that an

residents the luxury of spare time to

art school can provide.

development

of

what

can

be

visitors a grounding about who’s doing
what in the Cayman Islands.

Why do you think someone should
be interested in owning a local
piece of artwork?

very

“Local art offers a great memento for visitors

“The fine art scene that we know today

interested in at the National Gallery is

as it’s a genuine and authentic cultural

really started to evolve in the early 1970s,

trying to provide an increasing number of

artifact – unique to the Cayman Islands.”

with the emergence of organisations

professional development opportunities

like the Visual Arts Society who provided

for artists and to offer a platform for more

exhibition opportunities and workshops.

critically engaged dialogue around their

This was also the time that Bendel Hydes –

practice.

“One

of

the

things

we’re

the “father” of Caymanian art – went to art

“On the upside we have well established

school in the U.K., the first Caymanian to

cultural institutions and museums, as well

become a formally trained artist.

as several successful commercial galleries

“By the mid-90s, with the emergence
of the Native Sons art collective (a group
of Caymanian artists who are recognised

which provide much needed opportunities
for artists to sell their work.”

mobilisation toward a new, home-grown

What types of influences from
other cultures appear in Cayman
artwork?

discourse. Their work expresses a new

“Cayman has transformed rapidly in a

vision influenced by the changing realities

very short period and there are now

HE IS RISEN: by intuitive artist Gladwyn

of the time.”

approximately 130 nationalities living

“Miss Lassie” Bush

as among the most respected and prolific
in the Cayman Islands), there was a
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Randy Chollette

point, as well as two temporary exhibitions

dedicate to creating art for art’s sake.

Ebanks’ sculpture

by more than 70 local artists on display in

What are some of the challenges
faced by Cayman’s art scene?

“The

Local artist Davin

MIND GIANTS: by Native Sons artist
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Al Ebanks;
Cayman in
abstract
“It was always a struggle for me,” Al

depictions of marine life, salt spray,

Following the exhibition, he continued

else I wanted. I wanted to go beyond

to receive encouragement and support. In

Prominent across his work is the theme

realistic, and I experimented with different

1995, he was awarded a scholarship from

of womanhood. Raised by his mother

impressionist and full abstract styles.”

and dance.

the Cayman National Cultural Foundation

while his father went to sea, he uses his

After graduating high school, Al hoped

to study stone and clay sculpting, while in

art to honour the foundation provided by

for a career in the art world, but when this

2004, a grant from the National Gallery of

Cayman’s women.

appeared unlikely to provide a living, he

the Cayman Islands offered him the chance

chose the closest match, interior design. He

to study bronze casting in Tuscany, Italy.

worked for several local design companies
before branching out on his own. Today, Al
still offers his own interior design services
from his George Town gallery.
It was 20 years later, in 1989, that he
decided to become an artist full-time.

WORDS BY IAN SWABY

collective, The Native Sons, in 1996.

recalls, “because there was something

Al describes his work as a fresh twist of
abstract and impressionist art.

Some of his sculptures can be seen in
Heroes Square, George Town, where a
piece commemorates 50 years of voting
rights for women, and on the KRyS Global

“When I return to look at a piece, I

roundabout along the Seven Mile Beach

want to see something unlike what I saw a

expressway as part of his “Together We

minute ago,” Al says. “It’s powerful, to me,

Stand” series.

to look at it and see different things.”

Al’s art is for sale at The Ritz-Carlton

A Government House exhibition that

Nonetheless, established themes run

Gallery, Grand Cayman, as well as at his

brought local art into public awareness

through his art. “My work is based on

gallery and studio, where visitors can

was instrumental in helping him choose

growing up here. It’s about capturing it

book appointments.

to become a founding member of the art

all,” he remarks, pointing out his unique

PHOTOS BY JANET JARCHOW
When he was young, painter and sculptor
Al Ebanks may have seen little of the
world’s impressionist and abstract art,
but even then, he longed to escape the
confines of familiar strict lines, shapes,
and forms.
“For some crazy reason, it just came
naturally,” the artist says. “Back then, we
were told that if you were going to paint
a fish, it had to look like a fish. I wasn’t
really exposed to abstract at all in terms
of local art.”
Born in 1963, Al developed his interest
in art during school, with it quickly
becoming apparent that the subject was
his strongest and with his classmates even
asking him to complete their work.
Yet for Al, creating within the borders
of convention proved a challenge.
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Miguel
Powery

depicting
maritime
life

WORDS BY IAN SWABY
PHOTOS BY JANET JARCHOW
Whenever he travelled on his father’s
catboat as a child, Miguel Powery was
practicing for a future as a jeweller and
painter entranced by the sea.
“Most of my pieces are about the
ocean,” Miguel says. “I love the ocean. I
love the movement and the fact that the
colours are always changing. With the
ocean, you can visit the same place and
find a different look each time.”
Born in 1957, Miguel has been an
avid swimmer since the age of three. His
childhood memories involve playing with
his brothers and sisters on the beaches
in and around West Bay, Grand Cayman,
where he grew up. He also remembers
stories of adventure from his father, a
seaman, who travelled by schooner to
locations many miles away, like the Miskito
Cays, Nicaragua.
And

of

course,

there

were

the

excursions with his father in the small,
single-sail catboat, which took them
through the North Sound and past the
massive schooners anchored there, the
awe-inspiring creation of Cayman’s own
people, built over periods of many months.
Since he was a child, Miguel has been
fascinated with the arts. His sister was
his first major inspiration, buying him a
longed-for set of paintbrushes and acrylics
from Mr. Arthur’s General Store when he
was six-years-old, in what was one of his
most formative moments.

Ebanks, in which the seeds were planted

realistic style offering a clear, crisp, and

for the celebrated collective of local

vibrant picture of maritime life in the

artists, The Native Sons. Miguel founded

Cayman Islands. He describes his work

the group alongside Al and local artist

as fine art, which concentrates on the

Wray Banker in 1996.

history and importance of catboats and

Today, Miguel has risen to prominence

schooners in the lives of early Caymanians.

as one of Cayman’s most acclaimed artists.

In his spare time, he still enjoys a

In 2003, he was presented with a Lifetime

relaxing experience amidst the Caribbean

Achievement award from the Cayman

Sea. He currently resides in Boatswain Bay,

National Cultural Foundation.

the section of West Bay where he grew up.

Miguel’s jewellery captures the wonders

Currently, his jewellery is available at

of Cayman’s oceans above and below the

Artifacts Ltd., while his paintings can be

sea, recreating their vessels as well as their

found at The Ritz-Carlton Art Gallery and

marine treasures. His paintings exhibit a

the Kennedy Gallery.

When Miguel graduated high school,
there were few resources for artists on
island, and the prospect of a career in
the field was daunting. But he wasn’t
deterred. He began working with a local
jeweller, Dennis Smith, learning to carve
and assemble the items.
At the age of 19, he set up his first
jewellery shop in his parents’ kitchen,
going on to open another store, Jewels of
the Sea, in a rented building in West Bay.
With the earnings provided by jewellery
making, he was able to spend time
exploring his original passion of painting.
Establishing a reputation remained a
challenge. That began to change during
a conversation with his friend, artist Al
98
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SPONSORED FEATURE / THE WESTIN GRAND CAYMAN SEVEN MILE BEACH RESORT AND SPA
Through a recent reimagining, The Westin

loungers, umbrellas, cabanas, hammocks

Grand Cayman Seven Mile Beach Resort and

and nests with ample space to relax. One

Spa has evolved to feature a chic tropical

tap of an umbrella’s magical “easy button”

look inspired by a grand new ideology.

sends a server on the way with your choice

From the moment you arrive, be

The Westin resort
offers approachable
luxury at every turn

captivated by the open-concept lobby and

Discover the vibe of Cayman culture in

its glass walls, with views to the brilliant

every part of this resort. Touches of local

blue of the Caribbean Sea and world-

artistry line the corridors and flowing

famous Seven Mile Beach. As smiling

arrangements of soft seating capture the

doormen welcome you, you’ll find natural

movement of the ocean. The lobby bar

tile and white sand-coloured walls among

resembles Cayman’s southern coastline in

the ceiling-to-floor decor creating a casual

shape, truly bringing the outdoors in.

Caribbean atmosphere of comfortable
luxury and relaxation.

Numerous amenities and experiences
add to your travel memories. A series

Just steps from the lobby, the sparkling

of Caribbean-themed restaurants, from

Renew and rejuvenate in the world-

pool deck beckons. Right on the edge of

the award-winning Beach House, to the

class Hibiscus Spa, the perfect way to wind

Seven Mile Beach, the largest freshwater

Tortuga beachside café and bar, offer

down after an outing in the Caribbean sun.

pool on Cayman follows an open-concept

gorgeous beach views, and complement

Featuring a 7,000 square-foot facility and

design, with room to relax even at

the scenery with creative variations on

a series of unique rooms, the spa provides

peak capacity. Additional pampering is

local cuisine.

numerous rejuvenating services including

brought by the swim-up bar, hot tubs, and
poolside café.

100

of food and drink offerings.

Meanwhile, in this tropical climate
ideal for staying active, fitness needs are

massages and much more, using organic
essential oils and plant extracts.

Step onto famed Seven Mile Beach – a

met through a fully-equipped workout

Whatever you choose to enjoy at The

glorious expanse of white sand as fine as

studio with views of Seven Mile Beach, as

Westin you are guaranteed a Caymanian

sugar and the shimmering calmness of

well as yoga and fitness classes, running

experience never to be forgotten.

the azure waters. Over 700-feet wide, the

programmes, and the Westin’s acclaimed

Westin’s generous beachfront provides

superfood menus.

www.westingrandcayman.com
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Paradise

found

Photo by Sean Smith
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WORDS BY ELEANOR SMITH

Offering the ultimate in Caribbean

As my family and I stepped off Cayman

luxury, the Southern Cross Club features

Airways’ Twin Otter propeller plane and

14

onto the runway of what must be one

bungalows nestled along 900-feet of

of the world’s smallest airports, I found

stunning sandy beach. Established in 1958,

myself once again in the tranquil haven of

it is Little Cayman’s original resort, offering

Cayman’s least populous island.

barefoot elegance at every turn. With a

I first visited Little Cayman some three
years ago, and I’ve been unable to keep

chicly

decorated

pastel-coloured

staggering one-to-one staff-to-guest ratio
every need is carefully catered to.

away since. As one of the most peaceful

Through its blend of quaint charm and

places I have ever travelled to, Little

breathtaking atmosphere the Southern

Cayman is the epitome of relaxation.

Cross Club embodies everything I’ve come

Indeed, it is the ideal spot to disconnect

to love about Little Cayman and it’s easy

from the world and let the worries of

to see why it has won three prestigious

day-to-day life slip away. Now, with family

“Travelers’

visiting from the U.K., I was keen to share

TripAdvisor. From the staff, to the scenery,

with them Cayman’s jewel in its crown.

to the food, everything is first-rate, and

Just 10-miles long and 1-mile wide,

Choice”

awards

from

my family and I felt instantly at home.

Little Cayman features pristine beaches

Whether you want to spend your days

and a laid-back island vibe. With just over

snoozing in one of the many hammocks

150 full-time residents it is one of the

dotting the premises, or partake in

friendliest islands. But, while it might

something a bit more vigorous, such as a

be tiny, that doesn’t mean you have to

canoeing or a bike trip, at Southern Cross

sacrifice luxury or adventure, as my family

Club you can do as little or as much as

and I found out during our stay at the

you please.

Just 10-miles long
and 1-mile wide,
Little Cayman
features pristine
beaches and a laidback island vibe.

luxurious Southern Cross Club resort.

Gastronomic delights

Owen Island

For those looking for a gastronomic treat,

As someone who can never sit still for long, I

sailboat or kayak. We opted for the latter,

Southern Cross Club is a must. As part of

was keen to explore more of Little Cayman,

taking kayaks courtesy of the resort. While

an all-inclusive package guests can enjoy

and to burn-off those excess calories I had

it proved a more invigorating workout than

three meals a day, all expertly prepared

been indulging in.

we had imagined, the destination was well

by executive chef, Anu Christopher, and

Despite Little Cayman’s small size there

his team. The food is an eclectic blend of

are myriad things to do, and Southern

Aside from my family and me, the small

international and Caribbean cuisine and

Cross Club is more than happy to cater to

islet was totally deserted, offering a true

often features locally caught fish, such as

your every whim.

sanctuary of solitude. From Owen Island we

tuna and wahoo.
On our arrival, we were encouraged to

One activity the family wanted to tick off
their bucket list was a trip to Owen Island.

worth the effort.

enjoyed a gorgeous view of Little Cayman’s
shoreline, while an enthusiastic kite surfer

eat breakfast at a buffet which offered

Nestled just offshore, the uninhabited

in the distance kept us entertained. It’s

something for everyone, including an

island offers a true castaway experience

the ideal spot to enjoy a picnic, some

omelette station, a choice of eggs, fresh

with 11 secluded acres of sand and

snorkelling, or to simply revel in a real-life

fruits and juices, sausages, bacon, waffles,

vegetation. The only way to get there is by

Robinson Crusoe experience.

and my favourite: chocolate chip pancakes.
Enjoying them with the warm Caribbean
sun enveloping me on the outside deck
pancakes had never tasted better.
For lunch, we feasted on a selection of
delectable salads, and for dinner, chef Anu
prepared a spectacular candlelight dinner
on the beach. We enjoyed this delicious
three-course meal with the sound of the
ocean lapping at our feet and a dazzling
array of stars filling the night sky. It was the
perfect way to round-off the day.
And, for those looking for something
more exciting than a glass of wine or cool
glass of beer, plump for one of the resort’s
exquisite cocktails, all handmade.
Photos courtesy Southern Cross Club
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Pedal power

Not only is pedal power a wonderful

water bottle to refill when required, to

Back onshore we were eager to see the

way to leisurely explore at your own pace,

avoid plastic water bottles. With the

rest of the island.

it also offers the ideal opportunity to see

environment so ingrained into the public’s

In Little Cayman pedal power rules, and

Little Cayman’s living attractions, such

awareness, the island’s beauty will surely

using the resort’s push bikes we travelled

as the largest Red-Footed Booby colony

remain for many generations to come.

to some of the most popular spots.

in the Western Hemisphere, and Little

Far too quickly, our stay on Little Cayman

Our first stop was Point O’Sand, a

Cayman’s many Rock Iguanas, found only

came to an end, and it was time to board

stunningly beautiful, untouched stretch

on the Sister Islands. Indeed, the island is a

the short flight back to Grand Cayman.

of beach that, as it name suggests,

nature lover’s treat, with much of the flora

Now, having resumed our busy day-to-day

tapers to a neat point. We also made a

and fauna unique to Little Cayman.

lives, my family and I are already counting

stop at the Central Caribbean Marine

Protecting this precious ecosystem is

Institute, a research facility dedicated to

paramount to businesses and residents

the preservation of vibrant oceans and

in Little Cayman. At Southern Cross

The Cayman Book enjoyed their stay on

healthy coral reefs.

Club, every guest is given an insulated

Little Cayman courtesy of the Southern

down the days until it’s island time again.

Cross Club. www.southerncrossclub.com

“Little Cayman is a very special and unique place to visit as it offers
a tranquil and exquisitely natural environment above and below the
water. The diving on Bloody Bay has been voted as some of the best
in the world and the beaches on Little Cayman are some of the most
pristine in the Caribbean,”
Jennifer Mills, general manager, Southern Cross Club.
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HIGH
ADVENTURE IN
CAYMAN BRAC
Writer Ian Swaby puts his trepidations aside
and climbs the Bluff on Cayman Brac.
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From this height, there’s a unique sense
of immersion in the natural world, with
cliff above and shoreline spread out below.
Not long ago, such an experience was
impossible for a first-time climber like me,
but after Rock Iguana was founded by
William, his brother David Verhoeven, and
Angel Robledo, the team bolted numerous
beginner routes, and climbing in the Brac
was transformed.
“We wanted to establish a climbing
community in the Brac,” says William.
“Growing up on Grand Cayman, my
brother and I would travel to the Brac for
the adventure it offered, but we didn’t
have friends who could climb. With Rock
Iguana, we wanted to introduce others to
climbing and create a network of visitors
and locals with climbing experience. We
enjoy sharing our love for the Brac and
climbing with everyone we meet.”
The Rock Iguana team cares about
From left; Ian Swaby and William Verhoeven

the Brac in its entirety, and some tours
involve nature walks and sightseeing.

WORDS BY IAN SWABY

Despite

the

inevitable

sense

of

I’ve spent the morning with William,

PHOTOS BY PHOEBE SMITH

uncertainty

first-time

exploring the numerous caves and the

I’m standing on a narrow ledge on the

climber like me, William exemplifies what

unusual topography of shrubs, cacti, and

side of the enormous Bluff which towers,

you’d look for in a climbing guide. With

small trees that tops the Bluff. Yet, not all

craggy and imposing, over the coast of

hair below shoulder length and the laid-

nature tours in the world end with such a

The climb back up

Sometimes, I find myself before a dead end

Cayman Brac.

back manner of a true islander, he infuses

grand finale.

The rule holds true that the uphill journey

and must change my direction completely.

that

befalls

a

“Just take your time and enjoy the

the journey with a peaceful atmosphere,

Feeding the rope slowly through the

is more difficult. With rappelling, gravity

The rocks are often rough, which poses

scenery,” says my guide William Verhoeven,

but he’s also incredibly careful, whether

rappel device, I cruise down the cliff, still

does all the work. Climbing, on the other

its own challenge but also provides many

unhooking me from the rope along which

checking equipment or twisting ropes into

taking note of William’s previous advice to

hand, is about the challenge.

areas with an excellent grip.

we’ve been walking and leaving me

intricate knots.

enjoy the scenery. Speeding up or slowing

William points out the first foothold, but

Before I know it, I’m climbing over the

down as I please, I’m always in control of

the rest of the wall is left for me to decipher.

smooth topmost ledge. With my hand

The descent

my descent. The majestic ocean and the

Fascinatingly, I realise, I’m ascending

clasped onto a rounded protrusion,

a rugged cliff shaped by the impersonal

I triumphantly emerge into the area

forces of erosion – a cliff that was never

where I began.

with vertical rappel and climbing ropes
threaded through my harness.
After exiting from a cave, we’ve

My back to the edge, I take small steps

rocky shore grow closer, until my feet

travelled sideways along this ledge of just

onto a near-vertical plane, but not before

touch down lightly on the ground.

a few feet across, from where the height

leaning into my harness and testing the

meant to be climbed. The experience is a

Now that I’ve reached the end of the

already seems startling. Tentatively, I edge

strength of the rope against my own

game against nature, and the objective is

journey, William lowers me back down.

towards the side, and glimpse the sheer

weight. It holds perfectly.

to take knolls and handles with barely any

You might think I’d be glad to be standing

grip and make them work in my favour.

on firm ground, but I’m left wishing the

and somewhat hair-raising drop beside

In no time, I’m defying gravity, rappelling

me. It’s a fall too long to allow survival

– which is essentially like walking – along

and enough to induce fear in any person.

the side of the cliff, with surprising ease.

My heart is beating faster, my hands are

I’m not frightened, though the rocky

clammy, and my fingers are crossed for a

beach lies many feet below. In fact, the

safe journey down.

world is surprisingly relaxing from above. I

For William, co-owner and founder of

savour every moment, taking in the sights

Rock Iguana Ltd. - Cayman’s first and only

and sounds from this unique viewpoint

climbing company - this is just another

– the undulating, deep blue seas, the

day. “Legs straight and wide apart,” he

spectacle of crashing waves and erupting

says, nonchalantly. “That way, you’re

blowholes, the occasional brown booby

always in control.”

soaring past.
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Tentatively, I edge
towards the side,
and glimpse the
sheer, and somewhat
hair-raising drop
beside me.

Fortunately, the only consequence of
“losing” is a tougher pull from William at
the other end of the rope.

experience could last longer.
It’s the end of the adventure for the day,
but only the beginning of the adventures

“Rock climbing is a puzzle,” William says.

of a lifetime. Who knows what else awaits

“It’s a sport where you can exercise both

on this island of endless caverns and climbs

your body and your mind.”

waiting to be experienced, or discovered?

Occasionally I stop to contemplate the
possible routes before me. Often, there
isn’t a perfect solution, but, by stretching

Fancy climbing the Bluff?

my arms and legs into unusual poses I

Visit www.climb.ky for more details,

can make the best of what I can find.

or email info@climb.ky
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Weddings
in paradise
Cayman offers a match made in heaven
WORDS BY CATHERINE MACGILLIVRAY

says Devlin Kenny of events company

their stay on Grand Cayman after they say

Whether you live in the Cayman Islands,

Celebrations. “We have many venues

“I do”, or they hop over to Little Cayman or

or reside overseas and are planning a

that we work with, from luxury hotels to

Cayman Brac. It’s a great time to soak up

destination wedding, there is no more

private beachfront villas, and we’re known

all the island has to offer, including great

romantic place to exchange your vows.

for our food scene as the culinary capital

food, nightlife, live music, shopping, and

of the Caribbean.”

lots of water sports and outdoor activities.”

With year-round sunshine, beautiful
beaches and first-class service, the islands

Devlin points out that the Cayman

An array of excursions is available to

offer an abundance of romance for the

Islands provide a beautiful backdrop for

entertain bridal party guests, so Devlin

day of your dreams.

all weddings, and many couples choose to

suggests chartering a boat for a day-trip to

combine the ceremony celebrations with

Stingray City, Rum Point, and Starfish Point

their honeymoon.

to enjoy swimming and snorkelling. She

From a barefoot beach ceremony to an
elegant service and reception, Cayman can
cater to any style of wedding.

“We would absolutely recommend

also recommends the Queen Elizabeth II

“The Cayman Islands are unique to the

Cayman as a honeymoon destination,”

Botanic Park and Cayman Crystal Caves for

Caribbean – we are very cosmopolitan

she says. “In fact, we find many of our

an on-land itinerary, as well as dinner at one

while

newly married couples choose to extend

of Cayman’s many world-class restaurants.

maintaining

that

island

vibe,”

Photos by Heather Holt
Photo by Rebecca Davidson
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Island themes
Whether living locally or visiting to tie the
knot, couples love an island theme for
their marriage celebrations.
This can include local music, such as
reggae, soca, and steel pan, Caribbeaninspired food and drinks, and tropical décor.
“I always recommend steel pan for
the ceremony and cocktail-hour music,”
says Juliette Heath-Ebanks of Five Star
Events. “There is nothing better to
accomplish that Caribbean feeling at
destination weddings.”
Local fish, conch and lobster (when
in season) are often-selected menu
options, while rum is a favoured drink at
island weddings.
“Our coconut rum bar is very popular
with our clients during cocktail-hour,
when guests are treated to fresh, cold
coconuts chopped open by a server with
a machete,” says Juliette. “They can drink
the water with a straw straight out of the
coconut or enjoy it with a shot of rum – a
great, fun element for any wedding.”
Juliette also suggests coconuts make
unique flower vases for the ceremony, and
palm leaves can be used as place-settings

Climate

or twisted into arches.

When setting the date for a wedding in

Other ways to bring in an island

the Cayman Islands, it is important to take

theme are to charter a boat for the

weather into account.

cocktail-hour, or for the bride to “trash

“November through June (high season)

the dress” by jumping into the water in

is usually good weather with less humidity,

her wedding gown.

but some of the out-of-season months
Photo by Rebecca Davidson

have very good pricing on accommodation
and flights - you just have the risk that it’s
hurricane season,” says Sarah Parker of
wedding planning company Save the Date.
The sun can be extremely hot during
the late morning and afternoon, so the
timing of the ceremony is also crucial.
“The best times are either early
morning, up until 10 a.m., or 5 p.m.
onwards, depending on the time of
sunset,” Sarah advises. “Sunset is a good
time to get married, as the light is still
beautiful for photos, but it’s not too hot.”
Due to the tropical location, insects
such as mosquitoes and sand flies can be
a possible nuisance, but Sarah suggests
they can easily be dealt with by offering

Photos by Heather Holt

guests

eco-friendly

bug

spray

and

lighting tiki torches.
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Top spots to
tie the knot
There are lots of
beautiful places to
exchange your vows
in the Cayman Islands.
Here are some of the top
spots, as recommended
by wedding planners:

Celebrations suggests
Grand Cayman
1 Pedro St. James (historic home)
2 A private home along
Seven Mile Beach
Cayman Brac
The Bluff (dramatic cliff-setting,
high above the sea)
Little Cayman
Point O’ Sand
(beach at tip of island)
Photo by Rebecca Davidson

One of the greatest advantages of a

With tax-free prices, there are dozens

Five Star Events suggests

destination wedding in the Cayman Islands

of high-end stores offering dazzling

Grand Cayman

is that guests don’t need to pack many

diamonds and other precious stones.

clothes. Ladies rarely need more than a

Rings can be sized on-location.

light pashmina for extra layers on winter

for small weddings

The combination of all these elements,

evenings, while swimwear and sundresses

including location, climate, service, sun, sea,

are the usual attire for daywear.

sand, shopping and attractions, make the

“Bring sandals, lightweight dresses or
pants, broad-brimmed hats, and a fan,”
says Sarah.

Cayman Islands a top choice for weddings
families

together

2 Governor’s Beach
(part of Seven Mile Beach)
for large groups
3 Smith Cove (South Sound)
for a photo spot

for people from all over the world.
“Bringing

1 Surfer’s Beach (South Sound)

for

a

Some bridalwear can be bought on-

vacation which includes a wedding is

island but most visiting couples travel with

just magical,” says Sarah. “We have the

their outfits for the big day, and residents

ocean as the backdrop to their beach-

Save the Date suggests

may prefer to shop overseas.

wedding, the Caymankind hospitality

Grand Cayman
1 Smith Cove

Many brides choose a casual, cool

that’s offered throughout the islands,

wedding dress for the ceremony, and

and an amazing choice of restaurants and

2 Starfish Point

grooms may even opt for shorts.

talented vendors that really go out of their

(secluded beach near Rum Point)

But when it comes to wedding

way. We also have amazing professional

jewellery, the Cayman Islands is the ideal

photographers, who have a really high

place to buy rings and bridal-party gifts.

standard and produce beautiful images.”
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3 Governor’s Beach
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Sun Serenity

steals the show
Cayman Kai beach home exudes contemporary West Indian coastal chic

Sun Serenity was also shortlisted for the

PHOTOS BY WIL BIGNAL

2017 Cayman Islands Governor’s Award

The luxury residence Sun Serenity is

for Design and Construction Excellence.

not only amongst the most stunning

The elegant home, which boasts island-

properties in the Cayman Islands but has

inspired décor, is a fine example of the

been voted as one of the best in the world.

calibre of modern houses which makes the

Just steps away from the powdery

Cayman Islands such an attractive place

white sand of Cayman Kai on Grand

for property investment.

Cayman’s quiet northern shore, the six-

“It was amazing to be recognised on such

bed villa is close to the popular chill-out

a massive global scale by an illustrious group

spot of Rum Point Club.

of our peers, who see exceptional homes

Recently built by on-island developers

all the time and really have to be incredibly

Encompass, the house won the prestigious

impressed to bestow such an honour,” says

2017 International Property Development

Tracey Kline, who runs Encompass with

Award for Best Single Residential Property

husband Eric. “We’re super-proud that

in the World, having earlier topped the

our little island has been given such an

regional heats.

internationally acclaimed award.”

Sun Serenity won
the prestigious
2017 International
Property
Development
Award for Best
Single Residential
Property in the
World, having
earlier topped the
regional heats.
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and grey wood elements in some of the
cabinetry, feature walls, beams and ceiling
treatments to warm up the spaces, and
ground them for a comfortably elegant
feel,” Tracey adds.
Large expanses of glass windows,
doors, and walls let the natural light
flood inside, and maximise Sun Serenity’s
breathtaking views.
“We also wanted the arrival experience
to be extremely special from the moment
you enter the home,” says Tracey. “That
is why we chose to go with a two-storey
living room spanning up through the
ceiling beams as far as to the third-floor
mezzanine rooftop access to give a great
sense of volume and allow light to spill
down throughout the heart of the home.”
The centre of the house comprises an
open-plan kitchen, living room and bar,
which all flow seamlessly, with sensational
views of the sea.

The couple designed Sun Serenity with
an

elegant-yet-relaxed,

contemporary

coastal concept celebrating Cayman’s
West Indian architectural influences.

areas, covered porches, high ceilings,
plank flooring, and a first-floor stuccoed
exterior with second-level plank-siding.
Complementing

this

deference

to

The result is a 7,800 square-foot villa

island heritage are the colours and

that includes two spectacular pavilion

textures selected for the high-end fixtures,

suites with vaulted, beamed ceilings, that

finishings, furniture and artworks.

are each surrounded on three sides by

“We were definitely inspired primarily

glass to highlight the amazing 180-degree

by the sand and sea, but we wanted it to be

views of Stingray City and the Sandbar in

the muted version that you get when the

North Sound.

sun is low in the mornings and afternoons,

Other features include an expansive

which pull more to the soft grey-greens

entertainment deck with a sunken summer

and seafoam-blues as opposed to the

kitchen and a 70-feet beach-front pool that

bright high-noon shades of aqua and

spans the entire length of the property, as

white,” says Tracey.

well as a swim-up bar, recessed bar stools,
and water-immersed loungers.

The Klines also chose gorgeous Kauri
wood porcelain tiles in shades of soft blue,

There is also a rooftop terrace from

grey, and white, which provided a strong

which to watch Cayman’s flaming sunsets

jump-off point from which to build the

or to enjoy the panoramic vistas around

colour palette in the rest of the house.

the island.
West

“We wanted to weave in small accents
details

of wood that gave an indirect nod to

include metal hip roofs, outdoor living

driftwood, so we incorporated taupe
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Large expanses
of glass windows,
doors, and walls
let the natural
light flood inside,
and maximise
Sun Serenity’s
breathtaking views.

Indian

architectural
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We know you’ll love
living here, we do.
With access to all properties in the Cayman
Islands and over 1500 listings in our MLS, let
our trusted, concierge service work for you.

Once guests drag their eyes away from

luxurious bedroom and the awe-inspiring

the outside scenes, they are likely to be

sea sights. The home is also designed

smitten by the sleek, white, glossy chef’s

so that no bedroom wall is shared with

kitchen, and the sun-dappled living room

another bedroom, ensuring maximum

in soothing blues, greens, and greys.

privacy, while a special children’s suite can

One of the most striking features of this
space is the chandelier that illuminates the
living room with sparkling indirect light.

the family.
The house is also tech-savvy with a

“We call it the Champagne chandelier

docking-cove along the entire wall of the

as it literally looks like bubbly flutes of

kitchen. This provides a central spot for

Champagne and it is one of the elements

guests to charge their iPods, iPads and

that makes guests gasp in admiration,”

phones, avoiding the countertop chaos of

says Tracey.

devices clamouring for position.

Another beautiful accent piece is the

Artwork has a sea-life theme and

turquoise-coloured drinks bar in a material

includes a statement Guy Harvey stingray

called ThinkGlass.

sculpture gracing the kitchen wall.

“We wanted [it] to pay homage to the

Sun Serenity is currently offered as a

clean, clear aqua tone of the lustrous

vacation rental house, which Tracey says is

Cayman Caribbean Sea so that it had a

an investment chosen by many owners of

water-esque vibe,” Tracey explains.

property on the island.

The glass-walled dining space also

“Even when the real estate sales market

opens to blend the indoor and outdoor

is struggling, the rental market in Cayman

living areas, turning the property into a

always manages to continue to draw

quintessential beach house, distinguished

high-net-worth guests to enjoy its many

by its modern-chic character.

charms,” she says. “So, a fixed asset not
multi-

only provides substantial opportunity

345.623.1234
www.SIRCaymanIslands.com

generational families, or couples, the

for personal use and enjoyment, but also

Seven Mile Beach, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands | info.cayman@sothebysrealty.com

home was specifically built without a

cash flows. This simultaneously offers the

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. Member of CIREBA

master suite. Instead, there are four

upside of being an appreciable tangible

ocean-front king suites of a similar size so

asset and is without question the ‘best of

that everyone can enjoy the comforts of a

both worlds’ scenario.”

Built
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accommodate six younger members of

to

accommodate

Invest in

paradise

World-class property

market shortly offering more luxurious

Cayman offers an extensive range of

residence options are the Mandarin

property for sale, from beautiful luxury

Oriental, and another spectacular, ultra-

mansions, opulent penthouses, and chic

high-end

condos along famed Seven Mile Beach, in

residence development.

addition to stunning canal-front homes,

Seven

Another

Mile

Beach

exciting

private

residential

townhouses, single-family starter homes,

development in the Frank Sound area will

as well as land and commercial buildings.

be Arnold Palmers’ Ironwood Golf Course

Seven Mile Beach continues to be one

& Resort. The project offers residents the

of the most popular investment options,

use of a PGA championship golf course

having seen one of the largest surge in

designed by golfing legend Arnold Palmer.

prices, mainly driven by U.S. purchasers.

Residential

developments

currently

And, residential construction continues

proving popular with investors and home-

to grow, both along the Seven Mile Beach

owners are Periwinkle, Cayman’s first

corridor and across Cayman.

sustainable community; Stone Island, a

SEAFIRE: World-class interiors coupled with
stunning views are all part of the package at
The Residences at Seafire.
Photo by The Residences at Seafire

luxurious gated waterfront community;
TIDES, a sophisticated South Sound

WORDS BY SHEENA CONNOLLY

continued growth for the coming years,

CIREBA was established in 1987 and is

Miles of pristine white sandy beaches,

means that there has never been a better

a not-for-profit association that provides

year-round

sunshine,

and

world-class

a professional and ethical network to

time to invest in paradise.

As one of the world’s
leading offshore
financial centres and
a British Overseas
Territory, purchasing
a property in Cayman
offers a safe and
secure investment
option, offering sound
potential for capital
appreciation.

development offering a selection of
condos with far-reaching sea views; and
the ever-popular VELA, also a luxurious
South Sound development that boasts
Cayman’s largest resort pool.

Infrastructure development
The Cayman Islands Government and

STONE ISLAND: Homeowners at Stone

private developers continue to invest

Island can enjoy their own private pool.

in the island’s infrastructure, ensuring

Photo by Irene Corti / irenecorti.com

Cayman is a leading destination in the
Caribbean, both now and in the future.
New

infrastructure

developments

include major improvements to Owen
Roberts International Airport; the further

service providers make Cayman an ideal

While investors will benefit from capital

the leading independent real estate

destination. Indeed, hundreds of thousands

appreciation, rental demand is also very

companies in Cayman. There are currently

of visitors opt to vacation in the Cayman

strong. The rental market is slated to rise

more than 30 real estate brokerages

Islands, with many choosing to purchase

as the population increases to fill new

governed by CIREBA, covering some 185

property or invest in a holiday home.

business ventures and stay-over tourism

real estate agents. Between them they

the ongoing growth of the purpose-built

grows, offering an additional lucrative

manage more than US$1.9 billion worth

town, Camana Bay, set along the heart of

revenue stream.

of listed properties across all three islands.

High-end luxury resorts favoured by

The vast majority of all property sales

investors include the Residences at The

Whether you are looking to make a

Well-regulated

and purchases are handled through

Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman, Kimpton

property investment, purchase a holiday

Cayman offers a safe and well-regulated

CIREBA. Agents receive training and are

Seafire Resort + Spa, the Grand Hyatt,

home, or perhaps start a new life in

financial centres and a British Overseas

real

that

required to adhere to a robust set of

Rum Point Club in Cayman Kai and Fin in

Cayman, simply turn the key to find your

Territory, purchasing a property in Cayman

investors can purchase with confidence.

industry leading guidelines, protecting

South Sound. Scheduled to come onto the

new life in the sun.

offers a safe and secure investment

Indeed, government actively encourages

sellers and purchasers.

option, offering sound potential for

property ownership for both residents

capital appreciation.

and

Cayman’s family friendly atmosphere,
wide range of activities, low crime rate,
and high standard of living makes this
Caribbean jewel the perfect place to invest.
As one of the world’s leading offshore

estate

industry,

investors.

ensure an effortless property search too.

the Cayman Islands Government also

This sophisticated platform means that

there are no taxes on property, income,

guarantees title.

purchasers are not restricted to using only

services, or capital gains, making investing

Purchasing

be

the listing broker or agent for a property,

in Cayman a savvy financial move. In

easier. Cayman’s property market is

and instead can use an agent of their

addition, favourable economic forecasts

largely organised by the Cayman Islands

choosing as all have access to properties

by the International Monetary Authority,

Real Estate Brokers Association, known

on the MLS.

and independent survey reports showing

as CIREBA.
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property

couldn’t

Cayman Enterprise City; the expansion
of Health City, a world-class hospital; and

Seven Mile Beach.

VELA: A popular South Sound development
with property investors

CIREBA’s Multiple Listing Service helps

Additionally,

Besides a one-off stamp duty payment,

foreign

meaning

development of an economic zone at

Sheena Connolly is the owner/broker at
Cayman Islands Sotheby’s International
Realty and has been at the forefront of
Cayman’s real estate industry for more
than 20 years. Sheena is also a board
member of CIREBA.

TIDES: A sophisticated South Sound
development offering a selection of condos
with far-reaching sea views
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Going
hand-in-flipper
with dolphins

Making a splash in the community

Beginning as a volunteer in 2015, Shaun

Sales manager Sandra Reyes explains

Dolphin Discovery runs several initiatives

came to be employed full-time as an

that these efforts come from her belief

in the local community, with a focus on

apprentice trainer and can be found leading

that companies have a commitment to

children with special needs and disabilities.

the daily encounters, working under the

the community. “We want to give back

The community work began with a spur-

supervision of senior trainers but carrying

something that they are giving to us,”

out his tasks with minimal assistance.

she says. “Personally, I love these kinds of

of-the-moment decision three years ago;
when the Lighthouse School, an institute

Shaun is enthusiastic about the job,

for children with special needs, called to

calling it “a lot of fun.” He says dolphins

inquire about the cost of an encounter.

are now among his favourite animals.

The park instead offered the experience

Through this programme, guests who

Discovery is the place to get up-close and

Lighthouse

contribute a certain item can swim for free.

personal with one of the ocean’s most

School and has expanded the initiative

The items are then distributed to schools

fascinating animals.

to include the Special Needs Foundation,

and families in need.

Dolphin Discovery continues to provide
encounters

to

the

offerings. The Lovers Swim, which is ideal

mammals. For 10 years, Dolphin Discovery

for younger children, includes some of the

has been offering guests an experience of

most affectionate behaviours such as the

a lifetime.

kiss and the handshake.

Located on the coast of West Bay,

The Swim Adventure moves to the

adjacent to the Turtle Centre, this dolphin-

deeper area of the pool and brings more

focused park holds the ideal spot for those

energy and excitement to the experience

looking to add another unforgettable

with the Belly Ride and Boogie Board

animal encounter to their time in the

Push.

Cayman Islands.

The Royal Swim adds a second dolphin

Here you’ll get the opportunity to

for some of the most exhilarating moves,

meet and interact with an ensemble

the Dorsal Tow and the Foot Push, which

of bottlenose dolphins in its spacious

will have you soaring through the air,

saltwater pool. The experience is quite

propelled only by the dolphin’s beak.

unlike any encounter in the wild, providing

For a more immersive encounter, the

you with the chance to safely interact

company offers Dolphin Trek, a thrilling

with, touch, and kiss these playful critters.

underwater experience. Equipped with

A group of professional trainers guide

a Sea Trek helmet, guests 12 years and

the encounters, which feature multiple

older can descend to the bottom of the

entertaining and interactive behaviours

pool and interact with the dolphins below

that will make you feel like part of the

the water, surrounded by the resident

dolphin pod.

Caribbean fish.
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exhilarating

experience,

Dolphin

Finally, the park never loses sight of its
environmental focus. Staff travel to schools

To book an encounter, visit

The park runs a volunteer programme

and lecture on conservation. Beach clean-

www.dolphindiscovery.com/grand-cayman

with the Lighthouse School, allowing

ups are held for all ages. During encounters,

children with special needs to gain work

trainers inform guests on the dangers of

experience. Among its most notable

plastic, which is often mistaken for food by

patrons is Shaun Ebanks.

many marine animals, including dolphins.

suffering from terminal illnesses.

meet one of the world’s best-loved marine

encounter, or simply want to enjoy
an

free of charge.

the Bonaventure Boys Home, and children

The park presents several unique

Whether you’re looking to donate
to 10,000 Smiles, benefit from a free

10,000 Smiles is now in its third year.

free

You don’t have to travel the open seas to

The company’s charitable programme

things. I love volunteering.”

Dolphin Discovery
runs several
initiatives in the
local community,
with a focus on
children with
special needs and
disabilities.
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Quenching
Cayman’s
thirst

WORDS BY IAN SWABY

From sea-to-tap

Visitors and residents of the Cayman

Cayman Water operates all but one of

water allow you to avoid having to dispose

Islands are often surprised to learn how

the island’s seven treatment plants and

of numerous plastic bottles, but Manuel

they can make a big difference to the

manages distribution to Seven Mile Beach

explains that the filtration system itself is

environment with one simple change.

and West Bay. A second organisation,

also eco-friendly.

And no, it isn’t the recycle bin, but rather

Not only does taking advantage of tap

the government-owned Water Authority

Cayman Water’s treatment plants all

a route around using plastic water bottles.

Cayman, operates the remaining plant and

make use of some variation of the Dual

Simply turn on the tap.

distributes to the rest of the island.

Work Exchanger Energy Recovery. This

According to figures obtained by
U.K. newspaper The Guardian

in 2017,

Across Grand Cayman, the treatment
process

remains

essentially

uniform;

Bermuda by William Andrews, a former

more than a million plastic bottles are

seawater is pumped from 150-foot wells

director

thrown away every minute, creating

before being filtered and then piped into

organisation, Consolidated Water, and

an

people’s homes and businesses.

tested mainly in the Cayman Islands. Its

environmental

crisis

that

some

campaigners predict will be as serious as
global warming.
And, with many of those plastic bottles
eventually ending up in the world’s oceans

of

Cayman

Water’s

parent

“Because of the intense desalination

job is to harness the pressure of dense

process required, the resulting product is

brine water, the waste left over from the

cleaner than what often can be created

filtration, as a source of hydraulic power.

from fresh water,” Manuel explains.

In this way, it can recapture energy from

and seas, reducing their use is especially

“In the Cayman Islands, there is no fresh

important in an environment like Cayman

water available,” Manuel adds. “There are

where the sea plays such a central role.

no rivers, dams, mountains. So, we must

Additionally, the Seven Mile Beach

use the seawater. We have a lot around us.”

facilities uses solar power technology.

Many might be surprised to learn

material which would otherwise face
disposal.

that water is an area in which Cayman

Although the plant lacks the space to

outperforms

implement the number of solar panels

many

of

its

Caribbean

neighbours.

necessary to run all its equipment, a series

Manuel Thomaz, general manager at

Sometimes it really is easy to be green

energy-saving device was invented in

Cayman Water, the largest supplier of
tap water in Cayman, says that people
often question whether Cayman’s water
is safe to drink as they tend to look at the
Caribbean as a whole.
“The Cayman Islands is really a first
world country in terms of how the water
is being supplied,” Manuel says. “When
people come to Cayman, they need to be
informed that it’s a different reality from
many other countries. Our water is 100
percent safe to drink.”

“I think it’s a pity
that so many people
buy bottled water
when they have such
good water here,”
Manuel Thomaz, general manager
Cayman Water

While drinking tap water helps to

of panels powers the motors that send
the water into the public supply. Solar
energy is estimated to comprise five to 10
percent of the total energy consumed by
the plant.
“I think it’s a pity that so many people
buy bottled water when they have such
good water here,” Manuel says. “There is
no reason at all that people need to buy
bottled water.”
So, next time you need to quench your
thirst make sure you save your money
and the environment and simply turn on
the tap.

protect the environment, there is also
another benefit. It’s far cheaper too.
Indeed, for visitors it is included in the

During the filtration process the water

hotel price, unlike the bottled water you

is sent through a series of vessels where

might find in the mini-fridge.

it undergoes reverse osmosis, a process

But, if that still doesn’t win you over,

where it is forced at high pressure through

perhaps this might. Locally sourced

semipermeable membranes that remove

bottled water is, in fact, supplied by the

any substances or contaminants.

island’s

companies.

While Cayman’s groundwater contains

companies

hydrogen sulfide, the harmless gas known

perform additional filtration, it’s the

for its “rotten egg smell,” a degasser tower

treatment plants that are responsible

removes all traces of the chemical after it

for purification. “Mainly, they just add

exits the vessels. The water is then treated

branding,” Manuel says.

with chlorine.

Although

132

water

treatment

bottled

water
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SPONSORED FEATURE / THE RITZ-CARLTON, GRAND CAYMAN

Luxury awaits at
The Ritz-Carlton,
Grand Cayman

Experience Swiss spa expertise
Created in Switzerland, La Prairie Spa
brings its signature treatments, forwardthinking skin science and use of rare, pure
ingredients to this Grand Cayman resort.
Treatments include facials, massages and
body treatments, featuring highly trained
estheticians and therapists. The spa also
features relaxing sanctuaries for ladies
and gentlemen and a retail boutique.
La

Prairie

fuses

Swiss

precision,

scientific innovation, splendid ingredients
and a subtly conceived, magical experience
based on performance and elegance. La
Prairie’s quest has become a promise —
the promise of time.
Now, on the shores of Grand Cayman’s
oasis at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman,
La Prairie welcomes you to a grand spa,
a destination all on its own. With each
detail designed with ultimate luxury and
rejuvenation in mind, the spa delivers the
most exclusive facilities, treatments, and
renowned Ritz-Carlton hospitality.
La Prairie’s unique facials, therapeutic
massages, and impeccable service bring
The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman, the

The resort also hosts six restaurants

top luxury resort in the Cayman Islands,

on property, each offering authentic and

is an oasis of infinite luxuries. With

unique culinary experiences, including

amenities including classic and elegant

the only AAA Five Diamond Restaurant

accommodations, outdoor activities like

in the Caribbean, Blue by Eric Ripert.

Jean-Michel

Accommodations

Cousteau’s

Ambassadors

include

luxurious

spa therapy to new, paradise-inspired
heights. From the moment of arrival
through its alluring entrance, guests of La
Prairie Spa are enveloped in a brilliant and
seductive world of well-being.

Luxurious treatments

of the Environment; a Greg Norman

suites,

designed golf course and a La Prairie Spa,

lavish amenities and breathtaking views

the La Prairie Signature Caviar Massage

it provides an unmatched collection of

overlooking Seven Mile Beach.

- a luxurious massage enhanced with the

experiences for guests.

featuring

a

spacious

layout,

The spa’s signature treatments include

benefits of Skin Caviar to lift and firm the
skin - as well as the La Prairie Signature
Facial - an exquisite facial that begins with
a consultation with an esthetician who will
discuss your skincare needs with you and
then analyze and perform the facial to
achieve the highest results.
Other popular signature treatments
include the Total Escape – a little taste
of paradise that includes a 60-minute
Swedish Massage, a 60-minute La Prairie
Signature Facial and a Perfect Manicure
and Pedicure.
For more information, please visit
www.ritzcarlton.com/grandcayman
call 345-815-6900
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